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Abstract
Rare-earth iron garnets are a unique class of materials that has opened the doors for
designing non-reciprocal passive devices in photonics and are emerging as a suitable
material platform for studying novel spin-wave phenomenon in magnonics. In photonics,
garnets deposited as claddings on waveguides can be utilized in designing optical isolators
through non-reciprocal phase shift (NRPS) or non-reciprocal mode conversion (NRMC).
In magnonics, the ferrimagnetic ordering and an absence of parasitic effects from
conduction electrons produce very low spin damping in garnets and allow for the
observation of different magnon interaction processes.
Here, seedlayer-free cerium doped terbium iron garnet (CeTbIG) thin films are
developed and optimized for high Faraday rotation through modifications to annealing
temperature and concentration of cerium substitution. Also, adjustments in characteristic
fluctuations in the bias voltage at the dopant sputtering target has resulted in Faraday
rotations > -3000°/cm. The high gyrotropy CeTbIG is integrated with a silicon-on-insulator
NRMC isolator that matches the thickness (500 nm) and mode (transverse electric, TE) of
integrated lasers to provide an isolation ratio of 30 dB in a 1D footprint of 7.35 mm x 1 μm
(L x W). Subsequently, garnet-specific two-step annealing processes are introduced to
achieve 100% crystallinity in CeTbIG and cerium doped yttrium iron garnet (CeYIG)
claddings integrated with NRPS isolators. CeYIG/YIG is also used as the defect layer in a
one-dimensional magnetophotonic crystal with Bragg mirrors made of periodic dielectric
media to obtain a resonant transmission of 60% in a 200 nm wide optical bandgap. The
need for an external magnetic field for optical isolation is mitigated by engineering
stoichiometric CeTbIG thin films on silicon with favorable in-plane effective anisotropy,
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a large remnant ratio, and large coercivity. Prototype magnet-free NRPS and NRMC
devices with latched garnet claddings are simulated and found to be magnetostatically
stable and immune to stray fields.
Further simplification to the garnet integration process is demonstrated through a strainenhanced diffusion driven mechanical exfoliation of CeTbIG thin films from silicon
substrates. Exfoliation is enabled by a vacancy diffusion from a modified thermal treatment
that follows the Nabarro-Herring model. The exfoliated garnet nanosheets have magnetic
and gyrotropic properties comparable to their thin film counterparts.
On the magnonics front, sub-micron yttrium iron garnet (YIG) thin films are
investigated for non-linear magnetic susceptibility at different microwave powers and
pump frequencies due to a three-magnon scattering mechanism. Preliminary results
confirm the presence of a frequency threshold with a characteristic dependence on the
thickness of the film. Lastly, highly epitaxial single crystalline and polycrystalline thin
films of gadolinium iron garnet (GdIG) with a compensation temperature around 290 K
are investigated for structural and magnetic inhomogeneities that are detrimental to the
recently observed magnon-phonon interactions.
This thesis shows that through innovations in materials processing and integration
techniques of rare-earth iron garnets, integrated isolators can be realized at a chip-scale. At
the same time, the development and characterization of new types of garnet thin films
provide a deeper perspective on emergent physical phenomenon in nanoscale ferrimagnetic
systems.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Co-Packaged Optics and Photonic Integrated Circuits
The ability to deliver large volumes of data at high data rates across the Internet depends
on the capacity of physical data channels. Despite advancements in high-speed low-power
optical fiber technologies and multiplexing schemes, most short distance data exchange
still happens over electrical pathways. Specifically, within the network switching
infrastructure of a data center, pluggable transceivers continue to be the optical-electrical
interface, while, data routing still requires complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) based application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), Figure 1-1. [1]–[4]

Figure 1-1 Link bandwidth vs Link distance. Short distance high speed links are moving from copper to
optical connections for high I/O density. Image courtesy IMEC, Belgium.
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The disconnect between the optical input/output (I/O) and the data processing (switching
and logic) stems from the fact that existing network hardware tradeoff performance for
power. Only a few chip-scale functions, like modulation and wavelength division
multiplexing, happen in the photonic layer. [5]–[7] An end-to-end optical connectivity is
impeded by the lack of a deployable solution for a chip-scale photonic platform that can
exceed the performance of hybrid opto-electrical infrastructure, and meet the size, weight,
and power (SWaP) budget of the network.

Figure 1-2. (left) Schematic illustration of co-packaged optical modules containing a CMOS based switching
circuit and photonic I/O circuits on the same multi-chip module (MCM). (right) An illustration of a network
architecture where the CPU and server nodes are connected to the co-packaged switching circuit via fiber
optical cables, bypassing the need for a pluggable transceiver.

Co-packaged optics (CPO) (Figure 1-2), which is a combination of silicon photonics
and CMOS electronics manufactured using standard semiconductor foundry technology, is
a feasible alternative to achieve end-to-end optical connectivity. [8], [9] In a CPO design,
the photonic chip handles the optical I/O through lasers and photodetectors, and
modulation/demodulation using electro-optical materials such as piezoelectrics, while the
CMOS chip performs the switching or data-routing processes. CPO architectures integrate
transceivers and switches on a single multi-chip module (MCM) and are connected to the
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server and client nodes using predominantly single mode optical fiber links. Within a
transceiver, the ethernet data rates have steadily increased to over 400 Gbps as the stateof-the-art link speed, Figure 1-3. However, the current and proposed higher data rates are
possible only through a multi-lane scheme where parallel lanes with a fixed baudrate are
modulated using techniques that effectively double or quadruple the lane-speed. [10] For
instance, if a 25 Gbaud is used across 8 parallel lanes with a PAM-4 modulation scheme,
an effective link speed of 400 Gbps can be achieved, Figure 1-3. [11]

Figure 1-3. (left) Evolution of link speed between from 1980 and projection of link speeds for 2030. (right)
A three-dimensional depiction of the required baud rate, modulation scheme and number of parallel lanes to
achieve the necessary link speed. Image courtesy Ethernet Alliance.

Central to a CPO photonic chip is an integrated laser module that comprises of the light
source (heterogenous III-V laser), optics to route the light and an isolator to protect the
laser from sensitive reflections. High data rate designs with parallel lanes will require the
presence of several laser modules next to each other in limited chip footprint. On the other
hand, some industry leaders are also proposing a laser off-chip design, where the lasers,
laser power source and isolators are housed in a separate module away from the CPO. [12]
While such designs provide better power and thermal management, highly scalable
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photonic designs on par with very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits will eventually
require on-chip light sources. However, one bottleneck that has constrained the deployment
of integrated laser modules is the lack of integrated optical isolators on a waveguide
platform.

1.2. Optical isolators
Optical isolators are unidirectional passive devices that block destabilizing reflections
from reaching the laser. [13], [14] Reflections coupled into the lasing cavity can result in
chaotic modes due to interference, resulting in non-uniform lasing mode and unstable
power levels. [15] One implementation of an isolator involves using a non-reciprocal media
under the influence of a bias magnetic field along the forward propagation direction, Figure
1-4. In this design, the linear polarization state of the light rotates such that between the
forward and reverse directions there is a net accumulation of rotation.

Figure 1-4. Schematic illustration of an optical isolator using a magneto-optic media and polarizing filters.

If the length of the media is designed to render the polarization of forward and reverse
beams orthogonal to each other, a polarizing filter can be used to block the reflections. This
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technique is most commonly employed in commercial bulk isolators used in discrete optics,
benchtop laser modules and single mode optical transceivers as shown in Figure 1-5. [16],
[17]

Figure 1-5. Commercially available optical isolators for benchtop applications. Image courtesy of Newport
Corporation and Thorlabs, Inc.

1.2.1. Magnetic Circular Birefringence
Non-reciprocity is exhibited in materials due to a time-reversal asymmetry caused by
non-zero off diagonal elements in their dielectric tensor matrix, as shown in Equation 1-1.
In such materials, under a bias magnetic field, a Zeeman splitting results in a difference in
refractive index for the right and left circularly polarized components of a linearly polarized
light. This manifests as a difference in the phase velocity for the two circularly polarized
components, resulting in a rotation of the linear polarization state. [18], [19] The
asymmetry in the off-diagonal terms produces the same magnitude of rotation in both the
forward and reverse direction. This is also known as magneto-optical circular
birefringence, or Faraday rotation or magnetic gyrotropy. [20]
𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
𝜀𝜀 = � 0
−𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

0
𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦
0

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥
0 �
𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

Equation 1-1. Dielectric tensor matrix for a magneto-optical material with non-zero off-diagonal elements.

For a magneto-optical material, the off-diagonal element is given as,
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𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 =

𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛Θ𝐹𝐹
𝜋𝜋

Equation 1-2. Relationship between the off-diagonal element and the Faraday rotation of the magneto-optical
material.

Where, 𝜆𝜆 is the wavelength of operation and Θ𝐹𝐹 is the Faraday rotation. The diagonal

elements (𝜀𝜀𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 𝜀𝜀𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ) are the squares of the index of refraction of the material (n2).

Further, the Faraday rotation is a function of the strength of the bias magnetic field (M)

and the thickness of the material (d) (or the distance sampled by the propagating light),
given by Equation 1-3. The constant of proportionality is the Verdet constant (V), a
material parameter that is expressed in units of rad/T∙m, which determines the strength of
magnetic circular birefringence in a material.
Θ𝐹𝐹 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉

Equation 1-3. Relationship between the Faraday rotation and Verdet constant.

1.2.2. Rare-Earth Iron Garnets
Magneto-optical rare-earth iron garnets (REIG) have been the preferred non-reciprocal
material for bulk isolators since the late 1960s. [21], [22] Rare-earth iron garnets are
complex oxides with a stoichiometry of Re3Fe5O12 in a cubic structure, a lattice parameter
of 12-13 Å and three cation sublattices as shown in Figure 1-6. [23], [24] Different rare-

earth (RE) elements from the Lanthanoid series have been demonstrated to form stable

garnet phase. In a REIG the rare-earth cation occupies the 8-coordinated dodecahedral site,
while the iron occupies the 6-coordinated octahedral and 4-coordinated tetrahedral sites.
Importantly, in a garnet lattice, there are 3 tetrahedral sites for every 2 octahedral sites,
resulting in an unequal distribution of Fe3+ cations between the two sublattices. On the
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other hand, the cation spins in the dodecahedral and octahedral sites are coupled
ferromagnetically, and in turn coupled antiferromagnetically to the cation spins in the
tetrahedral site. This leads to a ferrimagnetic structure in REIG. [22]

Figure 1-6. (left) Illustration of the half unit cell of a garnet structure and the position of constituent atoms.
(right) Illustrative description of the dodecahedral, octahedral and tetrahedral lattice sites occupied by the
rare-earth and iron atoms respectively. Image courtesy of Dr. Thomas E. Gage. [23],[24]

The Faraday rotation in a garnet is a function of wavelength and temperature and is
expressed as a sum of products of dipole transition coefficient and magnetization for each
cation sublattice.
θF (T, λ, H) = ±C(λ)Mc (T) ± A(λ)Ma (T) ∓ D(λ)Md (T)

Equation 1-4. Relationship of the Faraday rotation to the sublattice magnetizations and corresponding dipole
transition coefficients.

The upper signs are for T<Tcomp and the lower signs are for T>Tcomp. The magnetic
dipole transition coefficient for Fe3+ in the tetrahedral and octahedral sites are largely nondispersive in the infrared and only depend on the Landé g-factor �

𝜋𝜋𝑛𝑛�𝑒𝑒

𝑚𝑚𝑐𝑐 2

𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 �.
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The parity allowed electric dipole transitions can arise from intraorbit transitions
between 3d orbitals in Fe3+ and interorbit transitions between the 4f and 3d orbitals of rareearth dopants (like Ce3+) and Fe3+. [25], [26] The specific contributions to each REIG are
highlighted in Table 1-1. The magnetic and electric dipole transition coefficients are in the
units of deg cm-1 µB-1.
Table 1-1. Rare-earth iron garnets and their dipole transition contributions to the magnetic gyrotropy.

Enhancing Faraday rotation in a garnet is critical to obtaining short footprint devices
and to transition from bulk pieces of garnet to integrated waveguide devices for optical
isolation. From Equation 1-4, it is clear that the Faraday rotation can be enhanced by
increasing the magnitude of these dipole coefficients. As highlighted in Table 1-1, it is
noticed that yttrium iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG) benefits only from the electric and
magnetic dipole contributions from Fe3+, resulting in a Faraday rotation of +500°/cm at
1550 nm. Similarly, for terbium iron garnet (Tb3Fe5O12, TbIG), the contributions of the
electric and magnetic dipole transitions from Fe3+ and Tb3+ results in a Faraday rotation of
+320 °/cm. The disparity between the number of tetrahedral (3) and octahedral (2) sites
always results in a positive Faraday rotation for unsubstituted REIGs even in the presence
of a non-zero contribution from the RE at the dodecahedral site. From the perspective of
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an electromagnetic wave propagation, the polarity of the Faraday rotation is an indication
of the left handedness (negative) or right handedness (positive) to the polarization rotation
with respect to the magnetic field. If REIGs were preferentially substituted with other RE
cations such as Ce3+ or Bi3+ at the dodecahedral sites, an enhancement in Faraday rotation
is observed. [27]–[30] Here, in addition to the dipole contributions from the host lattice
cations, the strong interorbit electric dipole transitions between the 4f states in Ce3+ and 3d
states in octahedral Fe3+ results in a large negative Faraday rotation. Therefore, cerium
doped yttrium iron garnet (CeYIG) and cerium doped terbium iron garnet (CeTbIG) are
expected to have some of the largest Faraday rotations among all REIGs.
1.2.3. Pick and Place Isolators
Early isolator designs used a bulk piece of YIG or terbium gallium garnet (TGG), placed
in the light path surrounded by a permanent bias magnet and two polarizing filters (or
polarization beam splitters) at the input/output interface. [31] However, with the
widespread use of integrated photonics for optical transceivers in large-volume datacenter
applications, a laser diode and Faraday rotator were packaged in the same module and
integrated heterogeneously using precision pick and place techniques. Figure 1-7 shows
one such design by Luxtera (now part of Cisco) which uses automated tools to place a piece
of bismuth doped yttrium iron garnet (BiYIG) in the light path. [32] While this solution
provides effective isolation, it requires discrete optical lenses to direct the light from the
laser module to the underlying photonic layer and poses challenges in scaling it to a multilane multi-laser design.
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Figure 1-7. A top-view of a commercially used integrated laser module with a diode laser chip, ball lens,
bulk garnet isolator and electrical contacts. Image courtesy of Luxtera (now part of Cisco).

1.3. Integrated Garnets with Semiconductors
An alternative that aims to overcome the scalability issue and manufacturing constraints
is to design an isolator in the photonic layer itself. This would mean that isolator designs
would have to use a semiconductor waveguide and garnets would need to be integrated
with semiconductor platforms. The mismatch in lattice parameters and coefficients of
thermal expansion (CTE) between a semiconductor platform like silicon (CTE of Si: 2.33
ppm/°C) and REIG (CTE of YIG: 10.4 ppm/°C) prevented their integration. [33] Also,
garnets were only deposited using foundry-friendly physical vapor deposition techniques
like sputtering in the early 2000s, prior to which garnet growth was restricted to lowvolume liquid phase epitaxy. [34] Early research used garnet grown epitaxially on lattice
matched gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) substrates. [35] Some researchers proposed
wafer bonding the epitaxial garnet on semiconductor platforms. [36] Others etched the
garnet as waveguides and used it as a guided mode isolator. [20], [37], [38] Still there was
no demonstration of garnet growth on non-garnet substrates.
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1.3.1. Garnet Growth on Silicon
The breakthrough came in 2005 when Sung et al. demonstrated the growth of the desired
phase YIG on non-garnet substrates using reactive radio frequency (RF) magnetron
sputtering in partial pressure differential followed by an ex-situ rapid thermal annealing
(RTA). [33] The use of Fe and Y metallic targets and short duration RTA under optimized
deposition conditions, as shown in the practical phase diagram in Figure 1-8, resulted in
the desired Y3Fe5O12 phase on both quartz and MgO substrates within a wide processing
window. Although, attempts in crystallizing desired phase garnet on silicon substrates were
met with delamination and stress induced film cracking due to the mismatch in coefficients
of thermal expansion. Patterning of garnet as a waveguide before annealing in an RTA
alleviated the problem by reducing the effective area of contact between the substrate and
the film. However, this was not technologically feasible due to high insertion loss when
light moved from a silicon core to a garnet core. Other buffer layers were used between
silicon and the garnet to bridge the difference in CTE. Importantly, the high Faraday
rotation garnets such as BiYIG and CeYIG produced detrimental secondary phases when
deposited and annealed on silicon substrates. The secondary oxide phases intermixed with
desired garnet phase increased the optical loss and deteriorated the figure of merit (the
measure of Faraday rotation in degrees per dB of optical loss in the media).
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Figure 1-8. (a) Phase diagram representing the possible phases in the sputter deposition of Fe and Y targets.
A specific ratio of Y/Fe is needed for obtaining YIG. (b) Optical micrograph of patterned YIG/SiO2/Si
waveguides annealed at 700-800°C in oxygen. Patterning reduced the possibility of cracking upon annealing.
Reprinted from Ref. 33, with the permission of AIP Publishing. Image courtesy of Dr. Sung-Yeob Sun.

1.3.2. Garnets with Seedlayers and Direct Wafer Bonding
A new method that introduced an intermediate thin layer (20nm) of undoped garnet
(YIG) followed by the deposition of cerium doped YIG using pulsed laser deposition
(PLD) demonstrated the first successful growth of desired phase CeYIG on Si as shown in
Figure 1-9(a). [39], [40] Further, Block et al. showed that a foundry compatible technique
like sputtering can also be used to successfully grow doped garnets with a seedlayer, and
found that the thickness of the seedlayer determines the crystallinity of the CeYIG film.
[41] Specifically, a 45 nm thick YIG seedlayer resulted in 100% crystallization of CeYIG
and was measured to have a large Faraday rotation of -3700 °/cm, Figure 1-9(b). While an
undoped YIG seedlayer provided a means to monolithically integrate garnets on
semiconductor substrates, it also required multiple lithography steps for select area
deposition and consequently multiple high temperature annealing processes. Previous
research from Block et al. and Bi et al. have reported that REIGs require up to 900 °C in
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an RTA for desire phase crystallization. [41], [42] With seedlayers, two such high
temperature steps are needed, further pushing the limits of available thermal budget. Sun
et al. proposed a single step process where CeYIG is deposited first on Si followed by a
top seedlayer of YIG such that nucleation is initiated at the top layer and the crystallite
grows into CeYIG, producing the desired phase. [39] On the other hand, Mizumoto et al.
proposed a hybrid integration technique where epitaxial CeYIG grown on lattice matched
GGG is wafer bonded to the device wafer Figure 1-9(c). [43], [44] This protected the device
wafer from detrimental high temperature and the integrated garnets had some of the largest
Faraday rotations around -4500 °/cm. However, hybrid integration once again introduced
scalability challenges that were typical of pick and place techniques.

Figure 1-9. (a) Schematic of layers in a pulsed laser deposited CeYIG with 20 nm YIG seedlayer. Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) image of the cross-section with a high-resolution inset showing the
CeYIG/YIG/Si interface. [39] (b) Sputter deposition of CeYIG on 45 nm YIG seedlayer. SEM image shows
improving crystallinity of CeYIG for thicker seedlayers. [41] (c) Wafer bonding of epitaxially grown CeYIG
on GGG. Optical image shows discrete placements of wafer bonded garnets on the device wafer. [44]

Although seedlayers are essential in obtaining large Faraday rotations, they were not
optically dead and instead had a contribution of +200 °/cm. The opposite chirality of the
gyrotropy in seedlayer is detrimental for garnet cladding as the effective rotation
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experienced by the evanescent tail of the propagating mode decreases. This is seen in the
decrease of the calculated average of S3 Stokes parameter in Figure 1-10, which is a
measure of the preponderance of the right circularly polarized component over the left
circularly polarized component or in other words the degree of magnetic gyrotropy. [45]
This introduced a trilateral problem – (i) Garnet cladding silicon core devices are preferred,
(ii) Thin seedlayers are better for mode interaction and (iii) Thick seedlayers are required
for 100% crystallization. It is evident that silicon core devices with uninhibited mode
interaction can be obtained only through seedlayer-free garnet cladding.

Figure 1-10. Change in the Stokes S3 parameter (a measure of magnetic gyrotropy) shows that with thicker
seedlayers, the gyrotropic properties of CeYIG reduces correspondingly in a core-cladding design. Image
courtesy of Dr. Prabesh Dulal [45]

1.3.3. Seedlayer-Free Garnets on Silicon
Dulal et al. proposed the development of terbium iron garnets (TbIG) by identifying the
combination of cations that have ionic radii ratios (with respect to O2- anion) similar to
naturally occurring garnet phases. [45] Through this effort, seedlayer-free TbIG was shown
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to crystallize in the desired phase on non-garnet substrates (including silicon) under
optimal sputter deposition and annealing conditions. TbIG deposited here had a Faraday
rotation of +500 °/cm and a saturation magnetization 25 emu/cc. Furthermore, sputtering
processes for Bi- and Ce-doped TbIG were also developed which resulted in Faraday
rotations of -500 °/cm and -2600 °/cm, respectively. The seedlayer-free garnet developed
by Dr. Dulal forms the foundation for the optimization and improvement of magnetic and
gyrotropic properties of CeTbIG to be discussed in this thesis. A detailed account on
seedlayer-free garnets can be found in Dr. Prabesh Dulal’s PhD thesis. [46]

1.4. Integrated Isolators on SOI Waveguide Platforms
The development of garnets such as CeYIG/YIG, BiYIG/YIG or seedlayer-free CeTbIG
or BiTbIG that could be monolithically integrated paved the way for integrated isolators
on semiconductor platforms. Here, garnet could be integrated as a cladding on a silicon or
silicon-nitride (Si3N4) waveguide through physical vapor deposition or wafer bonding
techniques. Optical isolation was achieved through device designs that utilized the nonreciprocal phase shift (NRPS) or non-reciprocal mode conversion (NRMC) depending on
the direction of external bias magnetic field with respect to the propagating mode. [47],
[48]
1.4.1. Non-Reciprocal Phase Shift
Isolation in integrated silicon platforms has been achieved using NRPS in waveguide
interferometers and ring resonators. [49]–[51] Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZI)
induce a non-reciprocal phase shift in the guided mode in one or both branches of an
interferometer, such that there is constructive interference in the forward direction and
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destructive interference in the reverse direction as shown in Figure 1-11. The difference in
phase shift ∆𝜑𝜑 between the two branches (for the forward and reverse directions) are:
∆𝜑𝜑𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 𝛽𝛽 × ∆𝐿𝐿 + �𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝐿𝐿 − 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑡𝑡 × 𝐿𝐿�
∆𝜑𝜑𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝛽𝛽 × ∆𝐿𝐿 − �𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 × 𝐿𝐿 − 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑡𝑡 × 𝐿𝐿�

Equation 1-5. Relationship of the difference in phase shift for the forward and reverse propagations to the
propagation constants and propagation length in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.

where 𝛽𝛽 is the propagation constant in the absence of a magnetic field, 𝐿𝐿 is the length of

the waveguide with magneto-optic garnet, ∆𝐿𝐿 is geometric length difference between the
two waveguides, 𝛽𝛽𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 and 𝛽𝛽𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑡𝑡 are the nonreciprocal propagation constants due to
gyrotropy. Since garnets have non-zero off diagonal elements in their permittivity tensor:
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Equation 1-6. Dielectric tensor matrices for the forward and reverse directions in an MZI.

They are anisotropic with respect to forward and reverse propagation. The non-reciprocity
leads to an additional phase difference of 2∆𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽. For effective isolation, the accumulated

phase difference between the branches must be 0 (constructive) in the forward direction
and π (destructive) in the reverse direction. This can be achieved by designing the
geometric length difference, such that the reciprocal phase shift is π/2, and the nonreciprocal phase difference is -π/2 (π/2) in the forward (reverse) directions. The NRPS
isolators require an external magnetic field transverse to the direction of light propagation
to achieve optical isolation.
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Figure 1-11. Schematic illustration of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a bidirectional magnetic bias
field.

1.4.2. NRPS Interferometers and Ring Resonators
Yokoi et al. proposed the first interferometer design with a wafer bonded magnetooptical garnet cladding for isolation. Here, the garnet was wafer bonded using a heat
treatment in H2 or N2 at 220 °C. [52] It was also shown that if the silicon waveguide were
on an oxide underlayer, the confinement of the propagating mode and the non-reciprocal
phase shift increased considerably. Later, Mizumoto et al. developed a plasma-assisted
surface activated wafer bonding technique that overcame the reduction effects of H2 anneal
in the earlier methods. [53] This was used in realizing a transverse magnetic (TM-) mode
0.5 x 0.5 mm2 Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) isolator with an isolation ratio of 30
dB, insertion loss of 14 dB and an isolation bandwidth of 8 nm, Figure 1-12(a). [54] On
the other, Ghosh et al. used an adhesive bonding technique with benzocyclobutene (BCB)
polymer to bond CeYIG/GGG on an MZI. [55], [56] Using a 120-150 nm BCB adhesive
layer reduced the interaction of the propagating mode with the bonded garnet and resulted
in an isolation ratio of 25 dB and an insertion loss of 14 dB for the TM-mode. Since all
lasers emit in the transverse electric (TE-) mode, designing interferometers with modeconverters at the input/output ports added to the total loss in the device. Mizumoto et al.
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designed a low-loss configuration of the MZI with TE-TM converters at the interferometer
branches, which reduced the total losses to less than 3 dB. [57], [58] Still, the MZI devices
required a bidirectional magnetic field. Similarly, Ghosh et al. too came up with an advance
passive waveguide with two spot size converters and two polarization rotators in a
serpentine push-pull interferometer that operated in the TE-mode and required a
unidirectional transverse magnetic field, Figure 1-12(b). [59] Although this device
addressed the mode compatibility and bias magnetic field, it was 6 mm x 0.2 mm and had
an isolation ratio of 32 dB with a high insertion loss of 22 dB. Efforts from Pintus et al. led
to the demonstration of isolators based on CeYIG bonded ring resonators and MZI with
integrated magnetic coils, Figure 1-12(c). [60]

Figure 1-12. NRPS integrated isolators with wafer bonded CeYIG. (a) MZI with bidirectional magnetic field
and polarization converters. [44] (b) Serpentine interferometer with a unidirectional magnetic field and
integrated waveguide polarization rotators. [59] (c) MZI with integrated Au electromagnets for bidirectional
magnetic field. [60]
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Here, narrowband ring resonators have an isolation ratio of 25 dB and a combined loss of
6.5 dB in addition to the inherent losses from the Si waveguide. Wideband isolators were
also achieved using MZI where the isolation ratio was slightly better at 29 dB over a range
of 18 nm but the losses degraded to 9 dB in excess of the reference Si waveguide. [61],
[62] These devices were designed with polarization rotators to convert the laser’s TE to
TM mode in order to benefit from the NRPS effect.
Monolithic integration efforts were demonstrated through pulsed laser deposition of
garnets on the waveguide devices. In this effort, Bi et al. were the first to demonstrate a
monolithically integrated isolator with PLD CeYIG/YIG (seedlayer) on a ring resonator
design, Figure 1-13(a). [42] This device had an isolation ratio of 20 dB and an unfavorably
high insertion loss of 19 dB at a device footprint of 3.2 mm x 1 mm. Further improvements
were shown by Zhang et al. through a push-pull MZI for both TM and TE modes with top
cladding and side wall coating of the garnet, respectively, Figure 1-13(b).

Figure 1-13. NRPS integrated isolators with PLD CeYIG/YIG. (a) Ring resonator isolator with bidirectional
magnetic field and PLD CeYIG cladding with seedlayer for TM mode operation. [42] (b) MZI isolator with
sidewall CeYIG coating and unidirectional magnetic field for TE mode operation. [63]

The TM mode isolators had an isolation ratio of 30 dB over a narrow band and an insertion
loss of 5-6 dB. Similarly, in the TE mode isolators an isolation ratio of 30 dB and insertion
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loss of 9 dB has been demonstrated. The footprints of these devices were also under 1mm2,
which are some of the smallest monolithic devices shown in the literature. [63]
Isolators in the form of interferometers or ring resonators have demonstrated convincing
optical metrics in terms of isolation ratio and insertion loss. However, as Huang et al. point
out, the Si core is typically > 500 nm for the heterogeneous integration of III-V lasers and
the best NRPS effect is achieved when the waveguide height is between 200-250 nm. [64]
Therefore, the requirement for precision pick and place to wafer bond 1mm2 pieces of
garnet, the need for an integrated bias magnetic field generator, dimensional mismatch and
importantly, the necessity for a seedlayer (and consequently multiple lithography and
annealing steps) has posed limitations in the adoption of optical isolators for integrated
photonics.
1.4.3. Non-Reciprocal Mode Converters
A simpler geometry for an integrated isolator aimed at using an isotropic silicon
waveguide and a magneto-optical cladding that would result in a monotonic conversion
between the TE-TM modes. [65] This is equivalent to a rotation in the linear polarization
state of light from 0° to 45° in the forward direction and 45° to 0° in the reverse direction.
The inability to fabricate perfectly isotropic waveguide dimensions results in a difference
in modal propagation constants for the TE and TM mode, called waveguide birefringence,
which prevents the required monotonic conversion. [20] Early efforts in alleviating this led
to the demonstration of a magneto-optical waveguide core with a serpentine conductor that
alternated the magnetization direction of the garnet to produce a 45° in the forward
direction. [66] Wolfe et al. exploited the ability to change the sublattice magnetization in
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a garnet through doping with appropriate cations and designed a segmented waveguide
with alternating magnetizations. [67] Here, laser annealing was used to introduce Ga3+
dopants at the octahedral sites at specific segments of an epitaxial BiYIG waveguide, which
resulted in an alternatively magnetized garnet core and produced a 45° rotation in 5 mm
long waveguides.
Our collaborators at the University of Glasgow led by Professor Hutchings proposed a
quasi-phase matched (QPM) cladding in a NRMC design to mitigate modal birefringence
in silicon waveguide. [68], [69] In this design, the cladding is segmented into portions of
magneto-optical (MO) garnet and non-MO material such that the positive half of the modal
beat cycle coincides with the MO region, while the negative half of the beat cycle coincides
with the non-MO region, Figure 1-14. [70] Such a configuration allows for the
accumulation of Faraday rotation with mode propagation. The lengths of the cladding are
designed such that they match the half-beat length of propagating mode, which depends on
the dimensions of the waveguide. For a 500 nm x 900 nm silicon dimensions, the half-beat
length is 10.5 μm.

Figure 1-14. Schematic illustration of a quasi-phase matched magneto-optic cladding on silicon waveguide
for non-reciprocal mode conversion (NRMC) polarization diverse (TE and TM mode) isolators.
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Additionally, the NRMC designs developed by Hutchings et al. benefit from using a thicker
core (500 nm), whereas in NRPS devices the mode interaction falls off rapidly with
increase in core thicknesses (> 250 nm). [69] The ability to achieve optical isolation in
thicker core Si allows these isolators to be designed on the first photonic layer where the
laser is heterogeneously integrated or in other words achieve full dimensional matching
through monolithic integration. [71] Subsequent chapters in this thesis will discuss the
NRMC design and isolators with seed layer free CeTbIG in further detail.

1.5. Rare-Earth Iron Garnets for Magnonics
Magnetic garnets have emerged as a suitable material platform to study magnetization
dynamics and design spin-based memory devices. Specifically, YIG has been at the
forefront in understanding the spin-wave spectra, non-linear magnon-magnon interactions
and spin diffusion in rare-earth iron garnets. [72]–[74]
Further, a combination of garnet (like YIG, TmIG, EuIG etc.) and a heavy metal (like
Pt, Pd, Ta etc.) have led to the discovery of spin pumping using a charge current from the
spin hall effect (SHE) or using a thermal gradient from the spin seebeck effect (SSE) and
spin detection from a voltage from the inverse spin hall effect (ISHE), Figure 1-15. [75]–
[82] On the memory side, garnets with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, that is the ability
to stay magnetized perpendicular to the plane of the film are seen to be favorable in
switching the magnetization state through spin-orbit torque (SOT). [83]–[86]
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Figure 1-15. Schematic illustrations of spin transport effects in rare-earth iron garnets. (a) Spin-orbit torque
switching in garnet/heavy-metal system. [75] (b) Spin Seebeck effect in YIG/Pt system from a thermal
gradient. [74] (c) Spin wave generation in YIG using a microwave pulse and detection using inverse spin hall
effect from a Pt electrode. [73,82]

1.5.1. Magnonics in Yttrium Iron Garnet
Spin waves or periodic fluctuations in an ordered spin system, also known as magnons
can be used for transmission, storage and processing of information through packets or
quanta of spin-waves, Figure 1-15(c). Usually, magnons are observed in any ordered
magnetic material but are pronounced in ferrimagnets, especially YIG due to their low
damping. [87]–[89] Damping is a phenomenological constant used to describe the gradual
alignment of a precessing spin about the direction of an applied field. This can also be
thought of as a magnetic viscosity that forbids precession from the torque over an infinite
period. Thin films of YIG have also garnered attention in the last two decades due to its
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ability to carry information over spin-waves across relevant chip-level microelectronic
length scales. [90]–[92] A key aspect to designing long-range spin-wave carriers is a
thorough understanding of the magnon scattering processes and the different magnon
modes that exist at any given system condition. [93]–[98] While the magnon scattering
processes are seen to be unfavorable in information processing applications, the same
magnon processes are of great interest in the RF portion of the spectrum. Microwave
pumping induced magnon processes can result in a non-linear system response if the
microwave power exceeds an identified threshold. [99], [100] This behavior can be used
in realizing low-power signal to noise ratio enhancers (SNE) or frequency selective limiters
(FSL), that can cutoff noise at frequencies outside the design band or filter high-amplitude
signals within the design band, Figure 1-16. [101], [102] By varying the thickness and the
damping in YIG, the frequency and power thresholds in the non-linear response can be
altered. In this thesis, we show non-linearity from the magnon scattering process in a submicron YIG thin films using the ferromagnetic resonance measurement technique.

Figure 1-16. Frequency Selective Limiters (FSL). (left) A spectrum with various above-threshold and belowthreshold signals. (right) The spectrum passed through an FSL provides selective attenuation to the abovethreshold signals while keeping the below-threshold signals unaffected.
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1.5.2. Compensated Ferrimagnets
Spin-based magnetic random-access memory (MRAM) use a spin-polarized current
generated at one electrode to change the magnetization of an adjacent electrode (or storage
layer) by applying a spin-torque. This process called the “anti-damping switching” relies
on overcoming the total angular moment of the storage layer with that of the spin current.
[103] So, the switching speed can be increased by reducing the angular momentum of the
storage layer such that read/write processes can occur in short pulses that are < 10 ns. In
this effort, antiferromagnets were extensively researched due to a zero-effective
magnetization from the antiparallel exchange coupling of the two magnetic sublattices of
equal magnitude. [104] Another class of materials called the Heusler alloys were also of
interest due to their compensated magnetization and half-metallicity in certain Mn-rich
alloys. [105]–[107] The combination of these two properties resulted in very high spin
polarization and low spin damping. Similarly, the garnets described in Section 1.2.2 garnets
have antiferromagnetically coupled sublattices of RE and Fe cations that result in a
magnetic compensation temperature, Figure 1-17 (left). In ferrimagnetic garnets, the
compensation temperature strongly depends on the rare-earth element in the dodecahedral
sites. In certain garnets like YIG, LuIG and YbIG the weak temperature dependence of the
RE magnetization does not result in a compensation point. In other garnets where the RE
substituent is one of Tm, Er, Ho, Dy, Tb or Gd, a compensation temperature is observed,
Figure 1-17 (right). [22], [108] Specifically, gadolinium iron garnet (Gd3Fe5O12; GdIG) is
preferred due to having a compensation temperature near room temperature (280-297 K),
which allows for the observation of temperature dependent spin transport effects in a
magnetic insulator (MI)/heavy metal (HM) system in a technologically desirable
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temperature regime. [109] Geprags et al. have shown that the temperature dependence of
the SSE voltage in compensated GdIG is due to a dominant soft-mode with gapless
dispersion at low temperatures (T < 60 K) and a secondary gapped optical mode at higher
temperatures. [110] Due to the reduced order of the Gd sublattice, the magnon gap closes
and a polarity inversion in the SSE voltage is observed. Further, Wang et al. have recently
shown through first-principles calculations that the magnon spectra in GdIG is a result of
hybridization of magnon and phonon modes, which has also been an observation noted by
Ramos et al. for a different compensated ferrimagnetic system. [111], [112]

Figure 1-17. (left) Evolution of sublattice magnetization with temperature in a garnet. The net magnetization
crosses zero at the compensation temperature and all magnetizations approach zero at the Curie temperature.
(right) Change in compensation temperature with different rare-earth elements in the dodecahedral sites. [22]

Lastly, GdIG has also been used in demonstrating a polarity inversion in spin Peltier effect
(SPE) at compensation point using lock-in thermography techniques, which highlights the
difference in the spin currents generated above and below Tcomp. [113]
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So far, the discussion of the aforementioned effects has been limited to spin transport
measurements or theoretical magnon dispersion calculations while assuming a uniform
compensation temperature throughout the thin film. However, a thickness dependent
inhomogeneity in structural, magnetic and elemental properties will significantly alter the
general two-sublattice approximation, and result in erroneous conclusions. In this thesis,
single crystalline and polycrystalline GdIG thin films are investigated from a material
standpoint using advanced magnetometry, electron microscopy and neutron scattering
techniques to complement the reported observations.
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2. Experimental Methods
2.1. Thin Film Deposition by Sputtering
Sputtering is a physical vapor deposition process that uses ionized gas atoms to bombard
and dislodge atoms from a target containing the element to be deposited on a substrate. In
a sputtering system as shown in Figure 2-1, the targets are attached to a cathode (negative
terminal), while the target holders are connected to the positive terminal. Upon the
application of a large voltage to the cathode, a strong electric field between the two
electrodes ionizes an inert gas such as Ar into Ar+ ions.

Figure 2-1. Schematic illustration of a top-down RF magnetron reactive co-sputtering of thin films.

The ionization process transfers kinetic energy to the Ar+ ions which in turn strikes the
negatively charged sputtering target resulting in an ejection of atoms towards the substrate.
The substrate holder or the sample stage is typically rotated to ensure a uniform coating,
and the general rule of thumb is to set the rotations per minute such that there is one
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monolayer of atoms per complete rotation. Sputtering systems are designed in either topdown or bottom-up configuration, and here we use a top-down system for garnet
deposition.
2.1.1. RF Magnetron Sputtering
The number of ejected atoms from a sputtering target is known as sputtering yield.
Sputtering yield for a material depends on the angle at which ions bombard the target and
the power supplied to the target. However, one technique that improves sputtering yield
irrespective of the materials is a modification called magnetron sputtering. Here a ring of
permanent magnets is placed behind the target to capture additional electrons ejected from
the target as a consequence of Ar+ ion bombardment. The magnetron creates a donut shaped
concentration of ion flux near the target and additional electrons are prevented from
striking the substrate for faster deposition rates.
Through the sputtering process, the positive ions tend to accumulate on the target
surface with time, reducing the efficiency of the sputtering process. While conducting
targets (like metals) do not have this problem, dielectrics are difficult to sputter using DC
sputtering. An alternative is to switch the DC power with an RF power, where an
alternating potential cleans the target off the accumulated positive charge in its positive
cycle and attracts ions to sputter in the negative cycle. However, the use of RF sputtering
can also slow the deposition rates due to lack of trapped secondary electrons above the
target.
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2.1.2. Reactive Co-Sputtering
As highlighted in the introduction, garnets are complex oxides containing one or more
rare-earth elements and iron. Commercial targets of garnets are available in the desired
3:5:12 (for RE:Fe:O) stoichiometry but are limited to a few like YIG or bismuth iron garnet.
In a research setting where new combinations are tried, it is beneficial to have a sputtering
gun for each element that can be controlled independently to achieve the required
stoichiometry. Reactive co-sputtering system in our lab has three RF magnetron sources,
each of which can be used for Fe or a composite of FeY, primary RE and dopant RE, and
a feed line for oxygen. The oxygen is flowed in during sputtering and the sputtered atoms
combine with the oxygen near the substrate to form an oxide thin film.
2.1.3. Sputtering Process Parameters
The sputtering rate and stoichiometry of the required thin film are determined by the
chamber pressure (mTorr), ratio of flow rates of process gas (Ar) and reactive gas (O2),
forward sputtering power, bias voltage at the target and thickness of the target. Chamber
pressure before sputtering (base pressure) is maintained at 1 x 10-5 torr and the process (and
reactive) gases are flown in at a ratio of 10:1 (Ar:O2) standard cubic centimeter per minute
(sccm). A low chamber pressure ensures that there is minimal collision between the ionized
gases, increasing the mean free path of the atoms. However, an optimal flow rate is needed
to ionize sufficient number of gas atoms for a steady sputter rate. Any further increase in
the flow rate will once again lead to a large number of neutral and ionized species, which
once again reduces the mean free path and leads to inter-atomic collisions. Sputtering
power dictates the number of atoms that are ejected from the target by providing higher
kinetic energies to the ionized process gas. This too is limited by an upper threshold defined
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by the power density per square inch of the target surface area. This parameter is target
material dependent and is usually provided by the manufacturer. For a conventional 2”
diameter metallic target, the maximum power is capped at 200 W.
In a reactive process, the oxygen tends to interact with the target despite the mechanical
design that is meant to promote an oxygen flow towards the substrate. In this process, a
thin oxide layer forms on the target surface which reduces the sputter rate and also reflects
as a drop in the bias voltage. While all metals are prone to oxidation, rare-earths are highly
reactive and have a stronger affinity for oxygen than the rest. One way to overcome target
poisoning (or oxidation) is to reduce the reactive gas flow and close the shutter for the
target to be cleaned by the process gas alone. Lastly, the target thickness also plays a role
in determining the sputter rate as thicker targets have a shunting effect on the magnetron
and reduce the net flux of ionized gas atoms striking the target. This is prominent in
magnetic targets like Fe, where a standard quarter of an inch target is extremely difficult
to sputter compared to a 1/16th of an inch target. The downside to using thinner targets is
the frequent need to change the target source from wear and tear. Dielectric media
depositions carried out in this thesis are performed at a standard 200 W prescribed by the
standard operating procedure at the Minnesota Nano Center.

2.2. Rapid Thermal Processing
As deposited thin films from RF magnetron sputtering are amorphous in nature. Rapid
thermal processing is one way of quickly increasing the temperature to crystallize the thin
films in the desired garnet phase, Figure 2-2. Sung et al., Block et al. and Dulal et al. have
performed extensive work in finding out optimal temperatures for achieving garnets on a
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variety of different substrates. [33], [41], [46] The RTP-600S manufactured by Modular
Process Tech Corp in the Minnesota Nano Center is used for annealing the sputtered thin
films. A range of temperatures between 500-1000°C for a duration of 2-5 minutes with a
temperature ramp-up rate of 100-150 °C/s and a temperature ramp-down rate of 10-45 °C/s
are used for garnets discussed in this thesis.

Figure 2-2. (left) A typical rapid thermal processor with a quartz wafer holder and high-intensity halogen
lamp array. (right) Representative profile of the time scale in a rapid thermal process versus a conventional
annealing process.

Figure 2-3. Schematic illustration of amorphous to crystalline phase transformation through annealing.
Annealing processes usually reach the nucleation temperature for crystallites and remain stable for short
duration for crystallite growth.
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In some cases, a two-step anneal with two different temperatures for different durations
are also explored. While RTA is preferred for its shorter processing time, some parts of
this thesis have shown comparable crystal quality achieved from annealing in a box furnace
for the same processing times. An illustration of the amorphous to crystalline phase
transformation through RTA is shown in Figure 2-3.

2.3. X-Ray Diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the preferred characterization technique to determine
whether the annealed thin film has crystallized in the require phase.
The crystal structure of a material refers to the specific arrangement of its constituent
atoms that is periodic through repetition in all three principal directions, called a lattice.
The smallest repeating unit in a crystal structure is called the unit cell. Depending on the
geometry of the unit cell, a crystal structure can be classified as cubic, tetragonal,
rhombohedral, hexagonal, orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic. The phase refers to one
of the several possibilities that the crystal structure forms as a result of a specific
stoichiometry of the constituent atoms. For example, Y, Fe and O can have a certain
arrangement of atoms in a cubic geometry in a 3:5:12 ratio to form a garnet phase, while
the same atoms in an orthorhombic geometry with a 1:1:3 ratio form an orthoferrite.
The periodic arrangement of atoms create equidistant planes that are identified using
miller indices (h,k,l). Bragg’s law states that the reflected beams of X-ray from such
equidistant planes in a crystal structure interfere constructively, while all other reflections
interfere destructively, Figure 2-4 (left). The constructive interference when projected on
a detector results in a pattern that is unique to each crystal structure and phase of the
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material. However, Bragg condition is satisfied only at certain angles of X-ray incidence,
following the Bragg law which states the product of the additional distance travelled by the
X-ray between two parallel planes and the sine of angle of incidence is equal to an integer
multiple of the X-ray wavelength. If no angle satisfies the Bragg condition, then the
material is usually amorphous without a periodic arrangement of atoms.

Figure 2-4. (left) Schematic representation of Bragg’s law which states that constructive interference between
diffracted X-rays is possible only when the path length difference is equal to an integer multiple of the
wavelength. (right) Geometry of X-ray diffraction instrumentation comprising an X-ray source, a detector
(2D) and a sample.

In this thesis, the Bruker D8 Discover with a 2D detector from the Characterization
Facility is used in characterizing the annealed thin films, Figure 2-4 (right). The instrument
uses a Co kα source, the sample is mounted on an XYZ translational stage and a goniometer
is used to sweep through different angles of incidence throughout the measurement.
Typically, a constructively interfered diffracted beam is recorded as a spot for a single
crystal whose side is orientated normal to the incident beam. In a polycrystalline sample,
the presence of several crystallites oriented in different directions produces a series of arcs,
or projections of Euler rings on the Ewald sphere. These arcs can be recorded easily with
a 2D detector that has the ability to capture a portion of the Ewald sphere, unlike a 1D
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detector that is capable of capturing only one angle at a time. Integrating the detector signal
over a range of angles will result in a diffraction pattern with peaks at angles that satisfy
the Bragg condition.

2.4. Scanning Electron Microscope
Scanning electron microscope is used for imaging the thin films to identify their surface
morphology and capture high-resolution images of microfabricated patterns for photonic
devices. Additionally, SEM is also used for energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD). A JEOL 6500F SEM from the University of
Minnesota’s characterization facility is used for imaging, EDS and EBSD. An FEI Helios
dual-beam SEM is used for characterizations that require cross-sectional imaging where
the cross-sections are prepared in-situ using a Ga ion beam.
The JEOL 6500F uses a field emission gun that emits electrons, which are further
accelerated, collimated and focused using a set of condenser lenses and apertures before
reaching the specimen. The SEM is equipped with a secondary electron (SE) detector that
images electrons inelastically scattered from the surface of the sample. The backscatter
electron (BSE) detector images electrons that are elastically scattered from the interaction
volume of the electron beam with the specimen. The SE images are usually used in imaging
the topography of the film, while BSE images provide information on composition and
elemental contrast. The accelerating voltage of the electron beam dictates the interaction
volume in the specimen (Figure 2-5), where large voltages can result in information from
up to 5 μm from the specimen surface but can also result in charge accumulation that results
in image drifting. On the other hand, a large probe current increases the spot size of the
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beam and provides a smoother image, whereas a smaller probe current provides a sharper
image. While selecting the accelerating voltage and probe current, care must be taken to
prevent beam damage. In this thesis, SEM is used to image the topology and cross-sections
of waveguide devices, grains and grain boundaries of garnet thin films.

Figure 2-5. Electron matter interaction volume.

2.4.1. Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy
An Oxford EDS detector in the JEOL 6500F SEM was used for compositional analysis
of thin films. In an EDS measurement, the incident electron from the primary electron beam
kicks out an inner shell electron from the atom leaving behind a hole. An outer shell
electron then fills in this hole through an X-ray emission process. The emitted X-ray is
detected by the EDS detector and is characteristic to the atom. The energy of the X-ray is
the difference between the energy levels of the two shells. In an EDS measurement, higher
accelerating voltages and probe current are preferred as they increase the interaction
volume and the number of electrons impinging on the surface.
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2.4.2. Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)
EBSD is a complementary technique to XRD in determining the crystal structure, phase,
strain and orientation in a material using electron beam. EBSD characterization in this
thesis is carried out using an Oxford EBSD detector in the JEOL 6500F SEM. For EBSD
measurements, the specimen must be in a highly tilted geometry (at 70 degrees with respect
to the horizontal plane), and less than a centimeter away from the CMOS four-scatter
detector. The electrons diffracted from the crystal planes of the specimen are recorded as
Kikuchi lines in the EBSD detector, where each Kikuchi band represents a unique
diffracting crystal plane.
In most EBSD acquisition software, the indexing of the pattern happens in real-time.
The first step in indexing is to identify the crystal planes from the diffracted electron bands
(or Kikuchi lines). Here, a Hough transform is using in converting every band from the
electron beam scattering pattern (EBSP) into the Hough space where every pixel
corresponds to a unique line from the EBSP. The discrete points in the Hough space are
used to calculate the distance and angle between the diffracting planes. An intersection of
three bands in the EBSP is sufficient in finding a valid solution for the orientation of the
crystallite. For garnets discussed in this thesis, the (100), (101) and (111) planes are
typically indexed, and the orientation is represented with respect to these indices.
Polycrystalline films have a colorful pattern denoting multiple crystallite orientations,
whereas single crystal films will have one color representing a homogenous uniform
orientation for the same material crystal structure.
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2.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
In a TEM, the electrons pass through the specimen, which is typically ultrathin and
forms an image on the detector. The image formed is dependent on the electron-specimen
interaction and are usually defined by contrast. Some common types of contrast that are of
interest in this thesis are 1) mass-thickness contrast which provides information about the
atomic number of the elemental species and the mass of the specimen constituent (electrons
behave as particles), 2) diffraction contrast results from electrons diffracting through
periodic arrangement of atoms in the specimen (electrons behave as waves), resulting in
information similar to that observed in an XRD or EBSD, but at a much higher resolution,
and 3) elemental contrast from spectrum imaging which uses an EDS to map the different
elements in the specimen.
TEM is modified into a scanning TEM (STEM) with the ability to raster the electron
beam across the specimen. STEM is essentially a TEM in which the direction the electrons
travel is reversed, where the condenser lens aperture used to select the electrons that
interact with the specimen in a TEM configuration now selects the electrons from different
angles to reach the detector. Electrons that are not transmitted are collected using a darkfield detector in a conventional TEM and using a high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)
detector in a STEM. The HAADF images collect electrons scattered from the annulus of
the electron beam, and contain Z-contrast information, where elements with high Z appear
brighter. This is analogous to BSE imaging in SEM at much a higher resolution. Diffraction
pattern from TEM can be obtained through a select area electron diffraction (SAED) by
placing the objective lens aperture in the imaging plane of the objective lens or by
transmitting a fine probe of convergent beam of electrons through the specimen in a
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convergent beam electron diffraction (CBED) mode that produces characteristic Kikuchi
lines.
Scanning transmission electron microscopy analysis was performed on an FEI Titan G2
60-300 microscope operated at 200 kV accelerating voltage. HAADF images were
collected with a probe convergence semi-angle of 25.5 mrad and a collection inner semiangle of 58.5 mrad using a Fischione Model 3000 ADF detector. Convergent beam
electron diffraction (CBED) patterns were collected on a Gatan US1000XP CCD camera
with the beam convergence semi-angle reduced to 2.2 mrad. EDS spectra were collected
and analyzed using an FEI SuperX X-ray detector and Bruker Esprit software (version
1.9.4.3349). STEM specimen were prepared using a FEI Helios NanoLab G4 dual-beam
focused ion beam SEM. For experiments on GdIG, the thin film was deposited on
specialized TEM windows made of Si, SiO2 and Si3N4. TEM characterization in this thesis
were performed by Dr. Jason Myers at the Characterization Facility, University of
Minnesota and Dr. Thomas Gage at Argonne National Laboratory.

2.6. Surface Profilometer
The thickness of the deposited films was measured using KLA Tencor P-16 surface
profilometer in the Minnesota Nanocenter. The profilometer uses a diamond tip with a
radius between 40-200 nm and operates in a constant force mode, Figure 2-6. It also
features a set of lasers for vertical positioning and surface condition that reflects from the
tip head and is recorded on a four-quadrant optical detector. Deflections to the tip from
specimen morphology is recorded as a change in laser position/intensity in the four
quadrants of the detector.
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Figure 2-6. Illustration of the instrumentation for a surface profilometer.

To measure thickness, the sample is masked with a temporary ink or polymer. After
deposition, the masked area is removed through sonication in acetone. The exposed area is
the bare wafer, while the surroundings are the deposited thin film. The change in profile (a
step-up going from exposed wafer to film or step-down in the reverse) is measured using
the profilometer, which is the measure of the thickness.

2.7. Spectroscopic Ellipsometer
An ellipsometer is a non-contact technique of measuring the refractive index (n),
extinction coefficient (k) and the thickness of the thin film. A spectroscopic ellipsometer
has the capability to sweep through a range of wavelengths, capturing dispersion in the
recorded parameters. In an ellipsometer, a linearly polarized beam of light is incident on
the sample, and the polarization state of the reflected light is capture by the analyzer, Figure
2-7. Typically, the incident linearly polarized light is transformed to an elliptically
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polarized light due to the interaction with the specimen. The analyzer records the change
in amplitude and phase of the reflected light, which is the mathematical indicator of the
polarization change.

Figure 2-7. Schematic illustration of a spectroscopic ellipsometer.

The amplitude and phase dispersions measured as ∆ and Ψ are fit to mathematical
models of optical constant dispersions to obtain an accurate value of the refractive index
and extinction coefficient, Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Typical algorithm for determining optical constants from an ellipsometry measurement using a
material specific mathematical dispersion model.
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The models are defined based on electronic transitions that are characteristic to the
material under investigation. Some commonly used models such as the Lorentz model,
Drude model, Cauchy model or a combination of them. In this thesis, the J.A. Woollam
Vase spectroscopic ellipsometer with a spectral range of 250-1100 nm in the
Characterization Facility at the University of Minnesota is used. In some instances, the
Gaertner Ellipsometer at the Minnesota Nano Center that operates in a single wavelength
of 732 nm is used for thickness measurements.

2.8. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM)
A VSM is used to measure the magnetic properties of a material such as saturation
magnetization, coercivity and remnance from its MH hysteresis loops. In a VSM
measurement, the sample is suspended using a non-magnetic quartz rod between two
electromagnets that have pick-up coils on their ends as shown in Figure 2-9. The other end
of the sample rod is attached to a vibrating-translational head which oscillates the sample
vertically and helps in positioning the sample in the X, Y and Z directions. The oscillating
magnetic sample in a magnetic field distorts the flux lines produced by the pick-up coils.
This is recorded as a change in the electromotive force (EMF) and the EMF is calibrated
against a standard magnetic specimen to accurately calculate the magnetization of the test
sample. In this configuration, sweeping the magnetic field between the +10000 Oe to 10000 Oe will result in a hysteresis loop.
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Figure 2-9. (a) Illustration of a vibrating sample magnetometer with a sample suspended between two
electromagnets. (b) Pick up coils that detect a change in flux corresponding to the magnetization of the test
sample. Image courtesy of Dr. Cosmin Radu.

The room temperature hysteresis measurements were recorded on a Lakeshore vibrating
sample magnetometer (VSM). Thin layers with a low magnetic moment are particularly
difficult to measure in a VSM which is typically calibrated with a spherical sample of pure
Ni. This will be acceptable under the assumption that the specimen to be measured is not
very different in shape and size from the calibration standard. However, it was found that
using spherical sample for calibration compromises quantitative accuracy in thin layers and
the errors can reach 70% in recorded magnetization. This is due to the fact that the detection
coils do not capture all the flux lines from the magnetized sample. The only practical
solution is to create a calibration sample that is similar in dimensions and shape with the
samples we want to measure. A high purity thin Ni foil of similar shape and size was used
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for calibration whose magnetization was calculated from accurate mass measurements. The
VSM was calibrated before each measurement orientation using this Ni foil through which
highly accurate saturation magnetization was obtained for our thin films. Dr. Cosmin Radu
from Lake Shore Cryotronics assisted in the magnetometry of low magnetic moment
samples.

2.9. Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID)
Magnetometry
In thin films of CeTbIG, the saturation magnetization at room temperature is less than
20 emu/cc, and in the case of GdIG, the magnetization at room temperature is less than 2
emu/cc due to its proximity to the compensation temperature. For such materials,
conventional VSM does not have the required sensitivity and the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) to produce accurate MH measurements. The measurements become even more
difficult if the thin films are grown on paramagnetic substrates like GGG or Si. To alleviate
this problem, we use SQUID magnetometers that use the Josephson effect to measure
extremely small magnetic moments with noise levels in the range of fT Hz-1/2.
In this thesis, CeTbIG and GdIG thin films are measured using the Quantum Design
MPMS XL and MPMS3 with a cryogenic susceptometer in the Institute of Rock
Magnetism at the University of Minnesota. For temperature dependent measurements of
CeTbIG, the sample was saturated and centered first, and the temperature was swept
between 20 K to 400 K in a 5 kOe field to avoid diamagnetic noise from silicon substrate.
Quarter hysteresis loops (10 kOe to -5 kOe) were recorded at different temperatures from
20 K to 300 K at 30 K intervals to extract the coercive field. The low temperature hysteresis
(+10 kOe to -10 kOe) loops were measured in the same instrument. For GdIG, the
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hysteresis loops were measured between +1 kOe and -1 kOe, while the temperature
dependent measurements were carried out at a small field of 250-500 Oe.

2.10. Faraday Rotation Optical Measurements
Faraday rotation measurements were performed in a transmission optical setup as shown
in Figure 2-10. The sample is mounted between two electromagnets such that the magnetic
field is parallel to the direction of light propagation. The electromagnets are controlled by
an independent power source and the magnetic field is monitored by an external
gaussmeter. An Agilent Technology diode laser source is used which emits in the NIR at
1330 nm and 1550 nm, which also happen to be the wavelengths of interest for
telecommunication applications. A standard red He-Ne laser at 632 nm is used in aligning
the discrete components on the optical bench.
The light from the laser is carried to a condenser lens through a polarization maintaining
fiber. Next, the light passes through a linear polarizer and a half-wave plate. The half-wave
plate is integrated with a stepper motor and connected to a National Instruments (NI)
benchtop control module for precise rotations. The light passes through the magnets and
the specimen and is split by a polarization beam-splitter into its respective TE and TM
modes. The two beams of light are then detected by photodetectors, which are connected
to the NI data acquisition platform (DAQ). The control of the half-wave plate, and the
acquisition of signal from the photodetectors is carried out through a LabView program in
a Windows workstation.
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Figure 2-10. Schematic illustration of the Faraday rotation optical bench measurement setup.

The general scheme of measurement is as follows. First, the sample is mounted between
the electromagnets and the half-wave plate is rotated till the difference between the signals
acquired from the two photodetectors (DetX1 and DetX2) is at its minimum. This signal is
in millivolts (mV). Then, a positive magnetic field is applied, followed by a negative
magnetic field, while the photodetector signal is continuously acquired. Finally, the field
is set to zero, and the half-wave plate is rotated three times at increments of 0.05°. Each
measurement is repeated a few times to account for drift in laser power with time. The
principle behind this measurement is that under the presence of a magnetic field, the phase
velocity difference between the TE and TM modes will be captured as a large difference
in the photodetector signals, as shown in Figure 2-11. By inversing the magnetic field,
instead of switching the input/output, we are able to measure the time-reversal asymmetry
or the non-reciprocal effect. Therefore, by knowing the difference from a small, controlled
rotation from the half-wave plate, we can easily measure the Faraday rotation in the
specimen.
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Figure 2-11. Exemplary Faraday rotation measurement data. The difference between the TE and TM modes
for the two magnetic field settings is a consequence of magnetic gyrotropy in the sample.

The Faraday rotation is calculated by using the following relation. The difference in the
signals acquired by the two photodetectors is ‘a’ in mV, the increment in the signal
amplitude for every rotation of the half-wave play is ‘b’ in mV, the rotation per turn in the
half-wave plate is ‘c’ in degrees and ‘t’ is the thickness of the film in cm. This results in a
Faraday rotation in °/cm.
𝜽𝜽𝑭𝑭 =

𝒂𝒂 × 𝒄𝒄 × 𝟐𝟐
𝒃𝒃 × 𝒕𝒕

Equation 2-1. Equation to calculate the Faraday rotation from the change in TE and TM mode detector
signals.
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3. Development of High Gyrotropy Seedlayer Free Cerium
Doped Terbium Iron Garnet
Garnet claddings that can be integrated with a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide
without the need for a seedlayer are beneficial in the design and fabrication of integrated
optical isolators. CeTbIG has been found to crystallize on Si without an optically
detrimental seedlayer that is needed for other garnets (e.g.: CeYIG or BiYIG).
Unfortunately, high gyrotropy has been difficult to obtain repeatedly in sputter-deposited
CeTbIG compared to other sputter-deposited garnets. Here, a repeatable, foundry-friendly
CeTbIG process is developed by optimizing annealing temperature, Ce-doping and
monitoring the bias voltage during sputtering.
CeTbIG thin films were sputter deposited on double side polished silicon substrates (
10 mm x 10 mm) using reactive RF magnetron co-sputtering at a base pressure of 2.5 mTorr
in an ambient of Ar+O2 mixture in a 10:1 ratio where the Ar flow was 25 sccm and the O2
was 2.5 sccm. The sputtering power for Fe was set at 220 W, Tb was at 110 W and Ce was
varied between 20-60 W. Post-deposition, the samples were annealed in the RTA between
700℃ - 1000℃ for 3 minutes in 10 sccm of O2. The films were 250 nm thick.

3.1. Optimization of Annealing Temperature for High-Gyrotropy
Magnetic gyrotropy in sputter-deposited garnets can be optimized via two routes:
crystallization of the garnet phase and control of Ce-doping. Here, upon varying the
annealing temperature, we see that a minimum temperature of 850°C is required to
crystallize the garnets in the useful polycrystalline phase, Figure 3-1(a). However, higher
annealing temperatures can yield a secondary phase, possibly a hexaferrite or an
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orthoferrite phase, which can lead to optical loss. The XRD spectra in Figure 3-1(a) shows
desired phase garnet forming at all temperatures above 850°C and the formation of a
secondary phase adjacent to the (400) peak at extremely high temperatures. The Faraday
rotation measurements in Figure 3-1(b) show that for samples annealed at 900°C, the
Faraday rotation is about -2700°/cm, and it rapidly falls off at higher annealing
temperatures. The decrease in Faraday rotation is possibly due to the detrimental secondary
phases seen at higher temperatures. Importantly, the Faraday rotation experienced by a
propagating mode in a silicon waveguide with a cladding made of CeYIG/YIG (with
seedlayer) is only about -1250°/cm, which is less than half of the Faraday rotation obtained
for CeTbIG at 900°C. [114]

Figure 3-1. Optimization of annealing temperature. (a) X-ray diffraction spectra for CeTbIG samples
sputtered with 40 W of Ce and annealed between 700°C - 1000°C for 3 minutes. (b) Measured Faraday
rotations in samples annealed at different temperatures with the desired garnet phase. The error bars are
calculated from the variations in three consecutive measurements. [114]
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Optical microscope images of the annealed samples were analyzed using ImageJ to
determine the percentage of crystallinity for different annealing temperatures. The optical
microscope images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse and the samples annealed between
850-1000°C are shown in Figure 3-2 for. The algorithm that is used in calculating the
crystallinity percentage is shown in Figure 3-3. The images processed in ImageJ with the
algorithm accurately capture the area of the crystallites and the percentage crystallinity, as
shown in Figure 3-4. It is seen that the crystallinity improves at higher temperature till
950°C, but reduces dramatically for 1000°C. However, it is interesting to note that the same
annealing process (at 900°C) results in a larger Faraday rotation when the crystallinity is
significantly improved (Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-2. Optical micrographs of CeTbIG on Si annealed at different temperatures. The difference in
contrast is from varying crystallinities from the annealing conditions.
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Figure 3-3. Flow chart representation of the image processing sequence to determine the crystallinity
percentage for each annealing condition. The image processing was carried out using ImageJ.

Figure 3-4. (a) Percentage crystallinity increases with temperature and reaches a maximum at 950°C. (b)
CeTbIG sample annealed at 900°C with different crystallinities due to instrument variations beyond standard
process control. Higher crystallinity results in larger Faraday rotation.
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Therefore, 900°C is an optimal annealing temperature that results in large Faraday
rotations without secondary phases that affect both the optical properties and the
crystallinity of the specimen.

3.2. Optimization of Dopant Concentration and Bias-Voltage for HighGyrotropy
It is standard to optimize doping by varying the forward power to the appropriate
cathode (in this case: Ce) during reactive co-sputter deposition processes. Typically, one
increases the favorable dopant to an optimal level that still results in crystallization of the
desired phase (in this case: garnet). Figure 3-5(a) shows that the garnet phase crystallized
with Ce substituting for up to 25% of the Tb sites (up to 60 W forward power).

Figure 3-5. Optimization of cerium doping. (a) X-ray diffraction spectra of CeTbIG sputtered with different
dopant concentrations by varying the forward sputtering power of cerium target. (b) Change in 2𝜃𝜃 peak
position and peak intensity for the (420) orientation of the garnet phase with varying fraction cerium
substitution in the dodecahedral sites. [114]

The change in 2-theta peak position from the XRD shows that the lattice is expanding with
increase in substitution of Tb atoms by larger Ce atoms, as shown in Figure 3-5(b). Further,
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the weaker peak intensity is from increasingly poor crystallinity of the garnet phase that is
expected at very high doping levels.
Usually, doping of garnets results in anti-site defects where the substituent intended for
the dodecahedral site (occupied by the primary rare-earth element) takes the place of iron
from the tetrahedral or octahedral site. The ratio of Fe and Ce in the garnet lattice with
respect to other constituent cations from Figure 3-6 shows that even as the Ce content
increases with forward sputtering power, the fraction Fe content does not change
considerably. This shows that we do not see any anti-site defects in the garnet lattice.
Further discussion in the context of compensation temperature in the forthcoming chapters
will also arrive at similar conclusion.

Figure 3-6. Ratio of Fe with respect to all other cations in the garnet lattice and ratio of Ce with respect to
cations in the dodecahedral site as a function of Ce forward sputtering power. [114]

The Faraday rotation measurements for samples sputtered at different forward
sputtering powers for Ce is shown in Figure 3-7. A maximum Faraday rotation of 3200±200°/cm was achieved at 40 W before saturation at higher Ce content, probably due
to secondary phases that are not visible in the diffraction spectra. However, it was observed
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that not all samples sputtered at 40 W of Ce consistently resulted in the expected large
Faraday rotation (outlier in Figure 3-7, middle panel). Further investigation found that the
bias voltage at the Ce target was a determining factor in obtaining high Faraday rotations.

Figure 3-7. (top) Change in fraction cerium substitution with forward sputtering power of Ce target. (middle)
Measured Faraday rotations for samples sputtered at different Ce sputtering powers. The outlier with low
Faraday rotation corresponds to samples that also had a reduced bias voltage at the Ce target. (bottom)
Change in bias voltage at Ce target for different Ce sputtering powers. A reduced bias voltage indicated the
deposition of a sample with poor gyrotropic properties. [114]
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3.3. Bias Voltage – The critical parameter in estimation of high Faraday
rotation
Bias voltage or discharge voltage is the potential difference measured at a sputtering
target as a result of the number of argon ions impinging on the surface of the target.
Typically, the bias voltage is used as an indicator of sputtering target quality and as a
measure of the sputter yield, i.e., the number of target material atoms dislodged for every
ionized argon atom striking the target surface. Here, we find that the bias voltage also
doubles up as an indicator of the magneto-optic effect of the material measured in the form
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Figure 3-8. Change in bias voltage at cerium target with process time. The characteristic fluctuation of bias
voltage indicates the oxidation-deoxidation of the target surface. Samples shown here have Faraday rotation
greater than -3000 °/cm.

The oxygen introduced in the sputtering chamber to react with Fe, Tb and Ce near the
substrate to form CeTbIG also travels to the metallic target and oxidizes the surface,
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passivating the target from argon ion bombardment. This results in bias voltage fluctuations
which can reduce the sputter yield and can produce off-stoichiometry films. Specifically,
the characteristic fluctuation of the bias voltage at the cerium target is an effective predictor
of the magnetic gyrotropy of the sputtered garnet film. However, this fluctuation is
independent of the forward sputtering power of cerium target.
Figure 3-8 shows the variation of bias voltage with process time recorded at the cerium
sputtering target. The bias voltage is stable at the beginning of the process and gradually
decreases to a “valley” point, after which it bounces back to a voltage equal to or greater
than the initial value. The characteristic “fall and rise” can happen within 10 or 15 minutes
into the process depending on the forward sputtering power used at the cerium target.
Physically, this fluctuation indicates the transition of the cerium target from a metallic to
oxide to metallic condition, where oxidation of the target decreases the bias voltage and
deoxidation brings the bias voltage back to near-initial values. Magneto-optical
measurements in Figure 3-7 from the previous section showed that the cerium target must
be at a forward sputtering power of at least 40 W for high-Faraday rotation. However,
repeatable high-gyrotropy can only be achieved by monitoring the fluctuation of bias
voltage and ensuring that the target is shut off at the onset of oxidation followed by the
suggested corrective measures. Figure 3-9 shows bias voltage fluctuations from several
processes at a forward sputtering power of 40 W for cerium. The Faraday rotation of the
samples deposited without corrective measures (graphs at top right and center left, red solid
line) were less than -2800 deg/cm. Samples that were deposited by taking corrective
measures at the onset of oxidation had Faraday rotations greater than -3000°/cm (Figure
3-10) It is worth noting that in some instances the target could already be in an oxidized
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state at the beginning of the process which causes the bias voltage to be lower than usual
in the first 10-15 minutes, which also results in low Faraday rotation.
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Figure 3-9. Change in bias voltage with process time for samples deposited with cerium forward sputtering
power of 40 W. Graphs with open symbols show samples deposited with corrective measures that have a
Faraday rotation greater than -3000 °/cm. Graphs with solid symbols did not use corrective measures and
have Faraday rotation less than -2800 °/cm.
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Figure 3-10. Consolidated representation of the characteristic bias voltage fluctuation with sputtering time
for the Ce target. The corresponding Faraday rotations are given in the inset. Samples where the bias voltage
either starts low, or decreases and stays there results in lower Faraday rotation (solid lines with triangle and
circle symbols)

3.4. Optical Constant Measurements
The optical constats – refractive index and extinction coefficient are measured using a
spectroscopic ellipsometer in the wavelength range of 500 – 1100 nm. The measurement
in Figure 3-11 shows that the refractive index of CeTbIG is relatively non-dispersive in the
near-infrared regime with a value between 2.2-2.25. On the other hand, the extinction
coefficient, which is also a measure of optical absorption by the material is about 0 in the
near-infrared regime. This indicates that garnets are suitable cladding materials for Si
waveguide with an index lower than Si and a near-zero extinction coefficient that ensures
the interacting mode is not attentuated due to optical absorption. Another metric that is
used in parameterizing magneto-optical materials is the ratio of Faraday rotation to optical
losses called the figure of merit (in the units of °/dB). The large Faraday rotations and the
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low optical absorption in CeTbIG significantly improves its figure of merit, and places it
on par with other rare-earth iron garnets such as BiYIG, CeYIG etc. [115]

Figure 3-11. Dispersion of refractive index and extinction coefficient of CeTbIG on Si measured using a
spectroscopic ellipsometer. [114]

3.5. CeTbIG on other non-silicon substrates
In the previous sections, it was shown that CeTbIG can be sputter deposited and
crystallized in the desired garnet phase on silicon substrates, making them extrememly
useful for one-step integration in photonic devices. Here, we deposit CeTbIG on nonsilicon substrates such as MgO, quartz, Yttrium Stabilized Zirconia (YSZ), and sapphire
(Al2O3). Figure 3-12 shows that CeTbIG crystallizes in the garnet phase on several nonsilicon substrates like MgO, YSZ and quartz. [116] However, it is also noticed that CeTbIG
does not crystallize as well on sapphire. Regardless of the crystalline quality, the
transmittance measured using a UV-Vis spectrometer results in highly trasnmissive films
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on all the different substrates as shown in Figure 3-13. The ability crystallize garnets on
other oxide substrates opens the door for integrating CeTbIG with certain electro-optic
oxides like lithium niobate (LiNbO3) or with Fabry-Perot type oxide superlattices (see
Section 6).

Figure 3-12. X-ray diffraction spectra of CeTbIG on MgO, Sapphire, Si and YSZ. [116]

Figure 3-13. Transmission spectra of CeTbIG on GGG, MgO, Quartz, Sapphire and YSZ. Unlike silicon, the
spectra here have a high transmittance in the visible and NIR wavelengths.
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To summarize, a three pronged approach in optimizing the annealing temperature,
cerium dopant concentration and the bias voltage at the cerium results in consistently large
Farady rotations through a repeatable foundry-friendly process. The characteristic
fluctation in the bias voltage at cerium target can be identified in real-time and corrective
measures can be taken in a large-scale foundry-line. Importantly, the process identified
here for high-gyrotropy can also be extended for other reactively co-sputtered oxides that
uses one or more oxidation prone materials.
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4. Non-reciprocal Mode Conversion Polarization Diverse
Isolators
The SOI photonic integrated circuits suffer from a lack of deployed solutions for
incorporating isolators (or optical “diodes”) to protect integrated laser sources. Current
prototype integrated isolators have dimensional mismatch and mode incompatibility with
on-chip laser sources. [117], [118] Dimensional mismatch can, in principle, be
accommodated with tapers, and mode (or polarization) incompatibility can be overcome
by complex infrastructures, such as polarization converters and couplers, but generally
each component and interface can cause unwanted reflections before isolation. Moreover,
isolators were not designed on thicker core waveguides as the reduced interaction of the
propagating mode with the magneto-optic cladding could not be compensated with the
weakend magnetic-gyrotropy of the seedlayer garnet cladding. In this chapter, the need for
dimensionally matched isolators is laid out followed by an elucidation of the quasi-phase
matched design. Finally, a non-reciprocal mode conversion (NRMC) isolator with CeTbIG
cladding that matches the dimension and mode of the lasers is presented.

4.1. Dimensional and Mode Matching to Integrated Lasers
Dimensional mismatch occurs because integrated hybrid lasers require > 400 nm Si
cores to couple light into SOI waveguides, but current Si waveguide isolators have mostly
exploited the transverse magneto-optic (MO) effect which requires 220 nm SOI with
magneto-optic garnet top claddings. Nonreciprocal phase shift (NRPS) occurs for the
transverse magnetic- (TM-) modes, but these designs are fundamentally limited by the need
for asymmetric interaction of evanescent waves in the garnet (upper) and silica (lower)
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claddings. [64], [119], [120] This is also applicable for TE-mode devices with sidewall
coating that require narrow widths for the same reason TM NRPS devices need thin cores,
and as a result will also normally require thin cores. Consequently, extremely high
confinement is essential, and NRPS falls off rapidly if core thickness increases beyond 220
nm. This thickness matches most components in the PIC chip because thin waveguides can
be easily designed for fundamental mode operation. [5], [6], [121] Unfortunately, neither
TM-mode operation nor 220 nm cores match integrated lasers, which are TE-mode and
have a typically 500 nm thick core. Therefore, mode converters and tapers will be required
before the isolator, and detrimental reflections occur before they can be isolated from
impinging back on the laser, see “standard isolators” in Figure 4-1.
An alternative to NRPS that enables 500 nm SOI core isolators is non-reciprocal mode
conversion (NRMC) [122], also via a garnet top cladding. NRMC is the waveguide
equivalent of Faraday rotation, which is used in conventional bench-top and fiber-coupled
isolators. [123], [124] The evanescent NRMC interaction with the garnet cladding reduces
as the core dimension increases, but it falls off slowly compared to the critical asymmetry
criterion in NRPS devices. Therefore, if a garnet like CeTbIG that has sufficient gyrotropy
is coupled with proper SOI isolator design, an integrated isolator may finally be feasible
where isolation occurs before any tapers or additional interfaces, see “proposed isolator”
in Figure 4-1. This will result in the first combination of one-step lithography garnets with
a photonic design that will enable protection for integrated lasers.
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Figure 4-1. Graphical illustration showing isolators in current literature, designed on the 220 nm Si core
placed after the taper and NRMC isolators designed on the 500 nm Si core placed before tapering and
immediately after the laser. [114]

In addition, the presented design mitigates the mode incompatibility of current isolators
because NRMC operates on TM- and/or TE-modes, and isolation is achieved with the
simple addition of a half reciprocal polarization converter (H-RPC) and a longitudinal
magnetic field, Figure 4-2. In contrast, NRPS has only achieved TE isolation by using full
polarization converters at both the input and output of the isolator [59], and recently by
sidewall coating. [63] Another advantage of NRMC devices is that they are one
dimensional (1D) with very small footprints, Figure 4-2, unlike NRPS devices which are
two dimensional (2D), requiring an interferometer or ring resonator to utilize the phase
shift.
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Figure 4-2. Schematic of an array of 1D NRMC waveguide isolators with integrated laser and half-reciprocal
polarization converter. The magnified view shows the quasi-phase matched cladding with alternate segments
of CeTbIG. [114]

Some researchers have thought it would be difficult to utilize NRMC in SOI platforms
due to the birefringence of silicon waveguide structures. [125], [126] However, quasiphase matching (QPM) has been shown to overcome birefringence. [45], [69] Therefore,
not only can NRMC designs use 500 nm-thick SOI, they actually benefit from thicker
waveguides because cross sections will be more isotropic. Also QPM structures can be
fabricated via photolithography or nano-imprint rather than expensive e-beam lithography
for foundry-friendly designs.
It is important to mention that future integrated photonic circuits may migrate to thicker
cores for several reasons. First, as mentioned here, the integrated lasers available require
500 nm SOI. Second, amplifiers, phase modulators, photodetectors all currently require
thick cores. [127] However, the development of a dual-level SOI platform is extremely
challenging, especially the preservation of pristine silicon surfaces for bonding or
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deposition needed to facilitate low-loss waveguide propagation. It is difficult to meet
uniformity and surface smoothness requirements upon partial etching of a thicker SOI core.
Alternatively, selective area deposition of amorphous silicon, as demonstrated by Ghosh
et al. can increase the core thickness from the initial 220 nm SOI but could prove
problematic when subsequently addressing III-V bonding for the active elements with a
thickened core. [55] In these cases, the only viable isolators proposed to date are the NRMC
isolators presented in this section.

4.2. Quasi-Phase Matching and Non-Reciprocal Mode Conversion
Quasi-phase matching is technique developed by our collaborators led by Dr. David C
Hutchings at the University of Glasgow, Scotland to overcome the modal birefringence in
silicon waveguides with non-isotropic dimensions.

Figure 4-3. Comparison of the Faraday rotation accumulation in a non-square waveguide with periodic modebeating, non-square waveguide with quasi-phase matching and square waveguide. Image courtesy of Dr.
Prabesh Dulal and Dr. Cui Zhang.
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As seen in Figure 4-3, the accumulation of polarization rotation (or Faraday rotation) in
a non-square waveguide follows the characteristic mode beat-length, with only a negligible
accumulation in rotation during the positive half-cycle. Even this rotation is brought back
to zero due to the asymmetry in the propagation constant in the negative half-cycle of the
propagating mode.
The birefringence in the waveguide can be addressed by modulating the cladding such
that the magneto-optical interaction is limited to the positive half-cycles of the modebeating. This results in a quasi-phase matched cladding, where every half-beat length is
filled with a garnet cladding, while the others are filled with a non-magneto optical material
with similar refractive index. The half-beat length of the propagating mode is given by,
𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋 =

𝜋𝜋
|𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 − 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 |

Equation 4-1. Half-beat length of the propagating mode is proportional to the difference in the propagation
constants between the TE and TM modes.

Here, 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 and 𝛽𝛽𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are the propagation constants of the two fundamental modes. The

characteristic beat length is dependent on the width and height of the waveguide.
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Figure 4-4. Half-beat length as a function of waveguide width for a 500 nm thick Si core waveguide. Image
courtesy of Dr. Cui Zhang. [114]

Simulation results using a modesolver indicate that each of the half-beat lengths (Lπ)
will be 10.5 μm for a 900 nm x 500 nm (W x H) waveguide at an operating wavelength of
1550 nm as shown in Figure 4-4. So, the garnet cladding will be segmented into 900nm x
10.5um (W x L) for thick Si core isolators.
Now that phase-mismatch in non-square waveguide dimensions is addressed, it is
worthwhile to consider the operation of a non-reciprocal mode converter. The polarization
state of an electromagnetic wave can be represented by Stokes parameters (S0, S1, S2 and
S3) and with the help of a Poincare sphere as shown in Figure 4-5. The S0 describes the
total intensity of the propagating beam, S1 describes the preponderance of linearly
horizontal polarized component (1,0,0) over the linearly vertical polarized component (1,0,0) and S2 describes the preponderance of the +45° linearly polarized light (0,1,0) over
the -45° linearly polarized light (0,-1,0) Particularly, S3 represents the preponderance of
right circularly polarized state (0,0,1) over the left circularly polarization state (0,0,-1). The
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S3 parameter is also an indicator of magnetic circular birefringence or the magnetic
gyrotropic effect in garnets. Each point on the Poincare sphere represents a specific
polarization state. In the NRMC design, an input TE mode light in the forward direction
(represented by (1,0,0)) is rotated through the QPM waveguide to a TE=TM mode (or +45°
linearly polarized light), which is then converted back to a TE mode light through a halfreciprocal polarization (H-RPC) converter. In the reverse direction, the reflected TE mode
light gets converted to a TE = -TM mode (-45° linearly polarized light) through the HRPC, which then gets converted to a TM mode through the QPM waveguide owing to the
non-reciprocal polarization conversion. A TM mode light does not couple into the lasing
cavity of the laser and cause chaotic modes, thereby preventing the laser destabilization
from the reflection.
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Figure 4-5. Poincare sphere depicting the evolution of polarization state in an NRMC waveguide isolator. A
polarization state is represented by the S1,S2,S3 Stokes parameters. [114]

The length of the NRMC waveguide needed for a rotation of θ is expressed in terms of
the Stokes (S3) parameter as,
𝐿𝐿 = 𝑁𝑁 × (𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋1 + 𝐿𝐿𝜋𝜋2 )

Equation 4-2. Length of an NRMC waveguide to obtain a rotation of 𝜃𝜃, defined by the S3 parameter.

Where, N =

θ

2𝑆𝑆3

. Therefore, larger the gyrotropy of the garnet, the larger the S3 and

smaller the number of QPM segments in the cladding.
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4.3. NRMC Waveguide Isolator Devices
One-dimensional (1D) waveguide isolators were fabricated with alternating segments
of CeTbIG cladding on 500 nm x 900 nm Si waveguides. The phase-matching beat length
was 21 µm (10.5 µm CeTbIG/10.5 µm SiXNY). Although these structures were defined by
e-beam lithography,

the

dimensions

are

commensurate

with

fabrication

via

photolithography and localized laser annealing for eventual foundry-friendly devices.
[128] Optical losses were estimated at 1550 nm using the Fabry-Perot technique giving
TM and TE losses of 14.7 and 11.2 dB/cm, respectively. Here, the one-way optical loss of
4-6 dB is only due to the NRMC components, unlike NRPS designs where couplers and
polarization converters further add to their insertion losses. An accurate measurement of
the material absorption coefficient of a nearly-transparent (at 1550 nm) garnet is limited
by reflections and scattering from substrate or sensitivity of the instrument, resulting in an
upper bound estimate in the order of 0.5-1 dB/mm.
A polarimeter is used to measure the Stokes parameters of the light from the NRMC
isolator device. The comparison of the S1, S2 and S3 show that for a change in polarization
state due MO effect, the parameters S2 and S3 lie on the opposite sides of the Poincare
sphere for the two applied field cases (positive and negative magnetic saturation) and the
parameter S1 shifts in the same direction. The behavior of the S2 and S3 parameters indicate
that the orientation of the major axis and the sense of the ellipse of the transmitted
polarization state have reversed with the reversal of the longitudinal saturating magnetic
field. Figure 4-6(a) shows the reversal in the azimuth of the light at 1511 nm, corresponding
to the change in the polarization state with magnetic field reversal. Isolation ratio from a
Poincare sphere is calculated from the angle between the two Stokes vector for the
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diamertrically opposite orthogonal modes. Theoretically this peak in isolation ratio appears
every (2n+1)π radians, where n = 0, 1, 2 and so on as shown in Figure 4-6(b). The isolation
𝜃𝜃 2

ratio is defined as 𝑑𝑑 = −10 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 � , where the ratio of Pout to Pin is given by the
2

������⃗
����⃗
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 ∙𝑆𝑆
𝑏𝑏
�,
����⃗
�𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 �∙�𝑆𝑆
𝑏𝑏 �

squared term of the cosine and 𝜃𝜃 = cos −1 � ����⃗

where ���⃗
𝑆𝑆𝑓𝑓 is the Stokes vector in the

forward direction and ����⃗
𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏 is the Stokes vector in the reverse direction. The half angle
represents the angle between the azimuths of the output light having opposite propagation
direction.

Figure 4-6. (a) The azimuth (or the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse of polarization) as a function
of wavelength for positive and negative magnetic field saturation. (b) Theoretical calculation of isolation
ratio from the Stokes vector angle, which shows a high isolation ratio for odd multiples of 𝜋𝜋. Image courtesy
of Dr. Cui Zhang. [114]

The TE-TM mode conversion efficiency from the NRMC was measured after saturation
with and removal of a longitudinal magnetic field of ~1.2 kOe. The NRMC peak exhibited
the shape of the peak commensurate with the expected sinc2 for phase-matched coherent
mode conversions, Figure 4-7(a). The traces before and after saturation do not indicate any
TE-TM mode conversion due to periodic loading, which is typically observed before
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saturation. The mode conversion peak obtained on saturation is fully attributed to the
magneto-optical NRMC that allows for effective isolation.

Figure 4-7. (a) Non-reciprocal mode conversion measurement of the TM mode power as a function of
wavelength for the positive and negative magnetic field saturation. A difference in the TM mode power is
observed at 1511 nm, indicating a TE to TM rotation. (b) Isolation ratio calculated for different Stokes vector
angles. The measured Stokes vector angles and corresponding isolation ratios are plotted on the theoretical
curve. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Cui Zhang. [114]

Several magneto-optical garnets were compared by depositing QPM claddings onto 500
nm SOI waveguides (Table 4-1). The angles between input and output Stokes vectors (ϴ)
and the isolation ratios (IR) was measured using cleaved devices, and the optimal length
needed for an ideal Stokes vector angle of π was calculated. For devices of length (Loptimal),
light waves of opposite propagation direction will be orthogonal to each other at the laser,
and 100% isolation will be achieved. Figure 4-7(b) shows that the isolation ratios greater
than 30 dB can be obtained for near ideal Stokes vector angle of π radians. The bandwidth
for an ideal waveguide isolator is determined by phase-matching of the NRMC interaction.
The period of the cladding structure 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺 + 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷 sets the peak wavelength, and the bandwidth
is provided by the usual 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 2 phase-matching dependence such that the main lobe is

within �∆𝑘𝑘𝐺𝐺

𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺

𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺 +𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷

+ ∆𝑘𝑘𝐷𝐷

𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷

𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺 +𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷

−

2𝜋𝜋
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tuning
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wavenumber difference ∆𝑘𝑘 in each section will be dependent on the waveguide and

material dispersions. At present, the unoptimized bandwidth is on the order of a nanometer,
however, as in other QPM approaches, the bandwidth can be increased by design with use
of aperiodic or chirped gratings. [129]
Table 4-1. Summary of the measured and calculated results from 500 nm Si core NRMC waveguide isolators
with different garnet cladding. Lm – length of the measured device, Θ – Stokes vector angle, dm – isolation

ratio, and Loptimal – Optimal device length to achieve Θ = π radians.

Garnet

Lm (mm)

Θ (rad)

dm (dB)

Loptimal (mm)

BiTbIG

5.4

0.28π

0.88

19.3

CeYIG/MgO

7.0

0.51π

3.1

13.7

CeYIG/YIG

4.1

0.74π

8.0

5.50

CeTbIG

6.0

0.82π

11

7.35

Cladding

The most suitable magneto-optical garnet for 500 nm SOI isolator can be identified by
comparing the isolation ratios and the projected Loptimal for the different material choices
shown in Figure 4-8. BiTbIG has been measured to have lower Faraday rotation (-500°/cm)
[45], and yet QPM claddings could produce full isolation if the chip had room for an
isolator that was 2 cm long. Note, such lengths have been achieved using windings that
would equal the size of the 2D isolator designs found in the literature[59]. CeYIG/MgO
claddings produced marginally higher isolation ratios but still need 13.7 mm to achieve π
between the Stokes vectors.
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CeYIG has been measured to have the largest Faraday rotation possible on Si substrates
(-3700°/cm) [41], but it requires YIG seedlayers. As expected, QPM claddings of this
garnet had considerably better isolation of 8.0 dB with the shortest optimal length of 5.5
mm. However, the undoped YIG seedlayer required for this garnet also requires a two-step
deposition. For the best crystallization of CeYIG, two lift-off/anneal steps are required for
fully crystallized garnet, but this severely complicates fabrication due to alignment errors.
However, CeTbIG had very good isolation (11 dB) without any seedlayer, and much higher
ratios would be possible with only 7.35 mm lengths.

Figure 4-8. Comparison of isolation ratio and optimal isolator device length for difference magneto-optical
cladding materials. [114]

Considering the convenience of one-step garnet deposition, CeTbIG (Figure 4-9) is
likely the best candidate for foundry-friendly integrated isolators on 500 nm SOI that can
match the available integrated lasers of today. The 1D waveguide isolators shown here can
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provide device densities that exceed 85000 devices per square inch that beneficial for large
scale on-chip integration.

Figure 4-9. Scanning electron microscope image of the cross-section of an NRMC waveguide (left) and a
top-view of the waveguide with quasi-phase matched cladding (right).
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5. Non-Reciprocal Phase Shift Ring Resonators for
Polarization Diverse Optical Isolation
Isolators that are designed based on a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer or a ring-resonator
comprise of a majority of well performing prototype devices that have been shown in the
literature. While an NRMC waveguide isolator offers comparable isolation ratio in addition
to polarization diversity, which the NRPS devices have only recently achieved, the
footprint of an NRPS device (500 x 500 μm) can be significantly smaller than the NRMC
devices (1 μm x 7.35 mm). In this section, we look at the efforts in integrating CeTbIG
with NRPS ring-resonators in collaboration with Professor Mo Li and Ruoming Peng from
the University of Washington, Seattle. Professor Li and Ruoming design, fabricate and
measure the non-reciprocal properties of the devices, while the garnet is sputter deposited
and characterized on the fabricated devices at the University of Minnesota.

5.1. TM Mode Microring Resonators
Microring resonators, like interferometers benefit from the non-reciprocal phase shift in
a transverse magnetic field to facilitate unidirectional light propagation. In the forward
direction, the propagating mode in the bus line does not couple with the ring, whereas in
the reverse direction due to a resonance between the mode and the ring, the mode is coupled
with the ring and attenuated. The microring resonators are fabricated using an e-beam
lithography process and the input/output is facilitated through grating couplers, as shown
in Figure 5-1. A window is opened in a photoresist for garnet deposition. CeTbIG is
deposited using the sputtering process highlighted before, and the wafer is processed for a
solvent lift-off in a resist stripper. After lift-off, the wafer is annealed in the RTA. It is seen
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from Figure 5-1 that a standard 900°C anneal process for 3 minutes in oxygen produces
some cracks and the quality of anneal is non-uniform across the different devices on the
wafer. These devices are fabricated on a SOI wafer, where the top-silicon device layer is
220 nm and is etched till the buried oxide during waveguide patterning through e-beam
lithography. This leaves an exposed area of SiO2 adjacent to the waveguide on which garnet
crystallizes poorly than on silicon waveguide. The cracks that form in the garnet on oxide
propagates till the edge of the waveguide (Figure 5-2), worsening the optical losses in the
propagating mode and decreasing the Q-factor of the device.

Figure 5-1. Optical microscope images of a microring resonator before garnet deposition, after garnet
deposition and annealing in the RTA. The inset shows the difference in crystallinity of garnet on buried oxide
(SiO2) and Si waveguide.

Figure 5-2. Scanning electron microscope images of cracks in garnet deposited on buried oxide adjacent to
the Si waveguide in a microring resonator. Image courtesy of Ruoming Peng.
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5.2. Surface Morphology of Garnet Thin Films
Garnets delaminate or crack when grown on dissimilar substrates due to a mismatch in
coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE). This mismatch introduces a difference in the strain
rate between the substrate and the film, which can be alleviated by reducing the effective
surface area at the interface. For this reason, Block et al. and Sung et al. showed that
patterning the garnet into waveguides is an effective way to overcome this problem. [37],
[41] However, despite depositing on patterned windows that are a few hundred microns in
dimension, we observe cracking in the deposited films.
In order to optimize the annealing process for this specific scenario, garnet is patterened
into squares of 380 um2, and annealed at different temperatures. Figure 5-3 shows the steps
involved in patterning the garnet into an array of microsquares. The etching was carried
out in hot phosphoric acid before annealing, and the etch rate was determined by etching
thin films of garnets with a known thickness. Next, patterned garnets were annealed at three
different recipes as shown in Figure 5-4. Besides the standard 3 minutes at 900°C process,
two new recipes with a low temperature anneal at 400°C and 500°C preceding the high
temperature 900°C were also tried. Specifically, it was found that a 500°C first step
followed by a 900°C second step and a slower ramp down rate of 10 °C/second resulted in
a highly crystalline garnet without any microcracks, as shown in Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-3. Schematic illustration of the microfabrication process in creating micron scale features to study
annealing behavior.

Figure 5-4. X-ray diffraction spectra measured from micro-patterned CeTbIG annealed using different rapid
thermal processes.

After optimizing the RTA process, the devices annealed with the modified annealing
recipe were measured. As shown in Figure 5-5, a tunable laser is connected to port 1
(grating coupler) of the device through a polarization controller. In the presence of a
transverse magnetic field of 3000 Oe, the light incident into port 1 is detected from port 2,
and vice versa (light in port 2, detected from port 1) through a cross-switch connected
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between the two ports. The transmission spectra showed a very small NRPS shift that is
about 25 pm, which translates to an isolation ratio of 10 dB.

Figure 5-5. (left) Illustration of a non-reciprocal phase shift measurement setup containing a tunable laser, a
polarization controller and photodetector coupled between Port 1 and Port 2. (right) Transmission spectra of
the device under a positive and negative magnetic field showing a small non-reciprocal shift. Image courtesy
of Ruoming Peng.

5.3. Fully Crystalline CeTbIG Cladding for NRPS Isolators
While the steps taken so far prevented the films from cracking, the observed nonreciprocal phase shift was still small and of little practical significance. Additionally, the
previous efforts did not take into consideration the crystallinity of garnet cladding on the
silicon waveguides. Here, electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is used in mapping the
crystallinity of garnet cladding for different annealing processes and at the same time the
width of the waveguides is varied to enhance the interaction of the propagating mode with
the MO cladding.
The EBSD map for a device is shown in Figure 5-6, which has a band contrast image
and an inverse pole figure (IPF) image for the z-direction. The band contrast image
provides diffraction contrast and shows regions that are crystalline to be brighter compared
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to the non-crystalline region. On the other hand, the IPF-Z image is an orientation map that
provides information on the orientation angle of individual crystallites, where the angle is
calculated with respect to the z-direction of the cubic crystallite. Different colors in the IPF
image indicates that garnets are polycrystalline, and usually a single uniform color would
indicate single crystallinity. An important observation here is that despite using an
optimized annealing process that prevented cracking of the films, we see that the
crystallinity on the waveguide is poor. The wafer was reannealed at 950°C, 50°C higher
than the previous process in an attempt to improve crystallinity. This resulted in a different
morphology to the garnet on the oxide (square inset, left), but did not improve the
crystallinity (EBSD maps, right), as shown in Figure 5-7.

Figure 5-6. (a) Four scatter detector image of a waveguide section from an NRPS microring resonator
annealed at 900℃. (b) Band contrast image and inverse pole figure (IPF) from EBSD of the waveguide. The
brighter regions in the band contrast image and the colored regions in the IPF images indicate garnet
crystallites.
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An important thing to note is that unlike TEM, EBSD is limited in spatial resolution,
making it a qualitative technique. 1 pixel in EBSD is 52 nm. This means large crystallites
are easy to observe and small crystallites do not get detected both before and after
reannealing.

Figure 5-7. (a) Four scatter detector image of the waveguide section from an NRPS device after reannealing
at 950℃. Inset shows EBSD IPF of CeTbIG crystallized on buried oxide (SiO2). (b) Band contrast image
and IPF shows only a marginal improvement in the crystallinity.

In a typical thermal process for amorphous to crystalline phase transformation, an
activation energy is required to initiate grain nucleation and with time the same amount of
energy will also aid in the grain growth. In the RTA recipes so far, the nucleation and
growth were restricted to a single temperature (eg. 900°C) and a relatively short duration
(2-3 minutes). A two-step (500°C + 900°C) process bridged the mismatch in strain rate to
prevent cracking but did not provide sufficient energy to initiate multiple grain nucleation.
From EBSD images in Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7, we notice several nucleation sites but do
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not see a grain growth. To address this the annealing recipes were modified to have a longer
annealing duration. Figure 5-8 shows EBSD maps of garnet on waveguide annealed at
900°C for 5 minutes, with a near 100% crystallinity and grain coverage.

Figure 5-8. (top) NRPS devices annealed at modified RTA process - 900℃ for 5 minutes. (bottom) The band
contrast image and the IPF shows a fully crystalline CeTbIG cladding on the silicon waveguide.

Optical non-reciprocal measurements with an in-plane magnetic field show a
considerable phase-shift between the forward and reverse directions, as shown in Figure
5-9. However, reversing the direction of magnetic field failed to produce a similar but
opposite phase shift. This could be due to the large coercivity in CeTbIG thin films
(discussed in subsequent sections), which prevents complete magnetization reversal. The
observed phase shift corresponds to a 20 dB isolation ratio between the forward and
backward light propagation for the TM mode.
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Figure 5-9. (a) Optical transmission spectra from an NRPS device with fully crystalline CeTbIG cladding
shows a considerable shift between forward and backward transmissions at 1539 nm. (b) SEM image of the
silicon waveguide with CeTbIG cladding in the NRPS device. Image courtesy of Ruoming Peng.

5.4. Fully Crystalline CeYIG/YIG Cladding for NRPS Isolators
Following along the lines of RTA optimization for waveguide devices with CeTbIG
cladding, we apply the same procedure for CeYIG/YIG cladding. Here, YIG seedlayer is
deposited first followed by CeYIG, and annealed in a single step in the RTA. Figure 5-10
shows the XRD spectra for CeYIG/YIG samples that were deposited with a bottom
seedlayer or a combination of both bottom and top seedlayers. The samples were annealed
with the two-step (500°C + 900°C) process or the single step anneal at 900°C. It is seen
that the crystallinity is in general better for samples annealed using the single step process
and specifically, the crystallinity is better for CeYIG with both the bottom and top YIG
seedlayers. However, Faraday rotation measurements in Figure 5-11 indicate that the
samples with both bottom and top seedlayers have substantially smaller Faraday rotations
(< -2000°/cm) compared to the CeYIG/YIG bottom seedlayer (> -3500°/cm).
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Figure 5-10. X-ray diffraction spectra for CeYIG deposited and annealed with a bottom seedlayer or top
seedlayer of YIG on Si substrates.

Figure 5-11. Comparison of Faraday rotations measured in sputter deposited samples with bottom and top
seedlayers and PLD sample reported in literature.

The annealing recipes that gave the largest Faraday rotations were used with device
wafers. In addition to the longer duration, a short spike at 950°C was added before the
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longer anneal at 900°C to promote grain nucleation. The EBSD maps in Figure 5-12 shows
an 80% crystalline CeYIG/YIG on silicon waveguide annealed using a single step. The
crystallite size in CeYIG (∼ 1 μm) is smaller than those observed in CeTbIG (∼3-10 μm),
for which the reasons are unknown at the moment.

Figure 5-12. EBSD band contrast (top) and IPF (bottom) images for CeYIG/YIG on Si waveguide. Image
courtesy of Dr. Nick Seaton.

Until now, all the crystallization analyses were based on XRD spectra or EBSD maps.
However, both those techniques are only semi-quantitative and limited by spatial
resolution. Here, we perform cross-section STEM to quantify the variation in crystallinity
across the volume of the garnet cladding and map out the elemental distribution using highresolution EDS. Figure 5-13 shows the cross-section image of the waveguide/cladding
device acquired from a TEM lamella prepared using the FIB-SEM. A closer look at the
diffraction patterns acquired from a line scan across the thickness of the cladding shows
that CeYIG is fully crystalline from the waveguide interface till the top edge of the
cladding. The diffraction pattern from the silicon waveguide is used a reference.
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Figure 5-13. Cross-section STEM image and select area electron diffraction. The diffraction patterns in
images (1)-(4) shows uniform crystallinity in CeYIG cladding and (5) shows the pattern corresponding to the
Si waveguide. The CeYIG/YIG cladding on Si was annealed at 950°C for 30 seconds followed by 900°C for
5 minutes. Image courtesy of Dr. Jason C Myers.

Cross-section EDS maps shown in Figure 5-14 indicates a uniform distribution of the
constituent elements - Fe, Y, O, and Ce in the garnet cladding. However, in the EDS map
for Ce, a selective concentration of the rare-earth dopant is seen at the top-edge of the
cladding. Further investigation by the comparison of annealed and unannealed crosssections will clarify if such a concentration of Ce is diffusion driven or is a consequence
of co-sputter deposition. Importantly, the elemental maps shown here do not indicate any
interdiffusion at the waveguide/garnet interface. Usually, garnet top cladding in an NRPS
device means only the TM mode will be effectively isolated, and for the same reason all
NRPS devices demonstrated in literature have required a reciprocal polarization converter.
However, if the garnet were to be deposited as a side-wall coating on the waveguide, TE
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mode isolation is possible. In Figure 5-15 we see that CeYIG/YIG deposited on a silicon
waveguide is well crystallized both as a top-cladding and as a side-wall coating. The
interlayer observed between the waveguide and CeYIG cladding is attributed to a native
oxide formed on the Si waveguide. The extent of crystallization can be identified by the
uniform lattice fringes seen in the garnet.

Figure 5-14. Cross-section EDS maps acquired using a STEM on CeYIG/YIG/Si waveguide. The circle in
Ce EDS map indicates an atypical accumulation of cerium at the top edge of the cladding. Image courtesy of
Dr. Jason C Myers.

Figure 5-15. High-resolution STEM image of a Si waveguide with CeYIG cladding covering the top surface
and the side wall of the waveguide. Image courtesy of Dr. Jason C Myers.
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6. Magnetophotonic Crystals
6.1. General Principle
Magnetophotonic crystals in one-dimension are spatially periodic composites of a
macroscopic dielectric media with different refractive indices. [130], [131] Similar to the
propagation of electrons through a lattice where bandgaps are created when the lattice
potential is strong enough to prevent the propagation of electrons in one or more directions,
a periodic arrangement of media with varying dielectric constants can produce a similar
effect on photons that atoms have on electrons. Particularly, we can design the spatial
arrangement of the dielectric media such that a photonic band gap is created which prevents
light of certain frequencies (or wavelengths) from propagating in a certain direction.
A one-dimensional photonic crystal that contains multilayer dielectric films of different
refractive indices can act as a mirror (Bragg mirror) with the possibility of a localized light
mode in the presence of a defect Figure 6-1. We refer to these photonic crystals as 1D
because the dielectric constant varies only in one direction (Z, or direction parallel to light
propagation). A defect is any layer that is twice the thickness of the macroscopic dielectric
media. A band gap is created due to the difference in the local energy density confinement
in the dielectric layers, where a low frequency mode is confined in a high dielectric constant
region and a high frequency mode is confined in a low dielectric constant region, leaving
an optical frequency gap at the band edge.
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Figure 6-1. Schematic illustration of a one-dimensional photonic crystal comprising of alternative dielectric
media with different refractive indices and a defect layer for enhancing the localized mode.

The only question remaining is about exciting a mode in the defect layer. If the photonic
crystal is designed such that a mode has a frequency in the photonic band gap, it must decay
exponentially as soon as it enters the crystal. This means the periodic dielectric multilayers
on either side of the defect can be thought of as frequency specific mirrors that bounce the
light within the defect cavity, such that we have a localized excitation. In practice, we are
able to design the crystal to operate a certain wavelength by selecting a thickness-refractive
index product to be half the wavelength (a half wave plate) for the defect layer and a quarter
of the wavelength for the dielectric media. If the defect layer happens to be magnetooptical, any localized confinement will enhance the magnetic gyrotropy of the propagating
mode.
Dr. Prabesh Dulal developed the first designs in collaboration with Physical Optics
Corporation (POC) that used the garnets developed in our lab – CeYIG/YIG, along with
dielectrics available to the lab as shown in Figure 6-2. [46] First, these devices were
designed to operate at 780 nm, and could only be measured in the reflection geometry due
to the bandgap of Si at 1100 nm.
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Figure 6-2. Schematic illustration of the full-stack (with a bottom and top Bragg mirror) and a half-stack
(with only a top Bragg mirror) Fabry-Perot like photonic crystals with CeYIG/YIG defect layer. Image
courtesy of Dr. Prabesh Dulal.

6.2. Magneto-Photonic Crystals in the Transmission Geometry
A transmission design was possible by changing the substrate to sapphire. The mismatch
in coefficient of thermal expansion between the dielectric media (amorphous YIG and
SiO2) and the sapphire substrate prevented the realization of the same design on the
transparent substrate. In this regard, two new dielectrics were identified, which had
comparable CTE to the defect layer and the substrate, Table 6-1. Figure 6-3 shows an
increase in bandgap for Bragg mirrors made of TiO2/Al2O3 as the number of layers
increase, resulting in a 65% drop in transmittance for 10 dielectric layers. Then, the defect
layer comprising of the magneto-optical CeYIG/YIG is deposited on the bottom Bragg
mirror. This introduced a local confinement of the mode, resulting in a small transmission
peak (similar to the mode distribution in Figure 6-1) within the photonic bandgap, as shown
in Figure 6-4. Adding another Bragg mirror on top of the defect layer further improves the
confinement and the transmittance of the mode increases to > 60%, Figure 6-5. It is unclear
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why the photonic crystal with 6 dielectric layers in the Bragg mirrors perform better than
those with 8 or 10 layers.
Table 6-1. Comparison of the refractive index and coefficient of thermal expansion for dielectric media and
amorphous YIG.

Titanium Dioxide -

Aluminum Oxide -

am-YIG

Rutile (TiO2)

Sapphire (Al2O3)

Refractive Index (@ 780 nm)

2.52

1.76

2.25

Coefficient of Thermal

9.2

8.1

10.1

Expansion (CTE) (10-6/℃)

Figure 6-3. Transmission spectra for bottom Bragg mirrors on sapphire substrate with 2,4,6,8 and 10 pairs of
contrasting refractive index dielectric media. Inset shows the schematic of the photonic crystal.
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Figure 6-4. Transmission spectra for a 1D photonic crystal on sapphire with bottom Bragg mirror and the
CeYIG/YIG defect layer. Inset shows the schematic of the photonic crystal.

Figure 6-5. Transmission spectra for a 1D photonic crystal on sapphire with bottom and top Bragg mirrors
with a center defect layer of CeYIG/YIG. Inset shows the schematic of the photonic crystal.
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6.3. Photonic Crystals on GGG/YAG
While the photonic crystals on sapphire demonstrated the required optical
characteristics, the magneto-optical response (that is the Faraday rotation) did not improve.
XRD characterization of the garnet (Figure 6-6) deposited on the bottom Bragg mirrors
showed that there is significant diffusion of Al into the garnet resulting in the formation of
Al-Fe-Y oxides that are detrimental to the magneto-optical properties.

Figure 6-6. X-ray diffraction spectra showing phases of aluminum iron yttrium (Al7Fe5Y) due to
interdiffusion at the Al2O3/YIG/CeYIG interface.

Subsequently, two design modifications were introduced (Figure 6-7) – 1) GGG and
yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) were used as the substrates and 2) the layer adjacent to
the defect layer was changed to TiO2, which did not show any detrimental diffusion. Figure
6-8 and Figure 6-9 shows the transmission spectra for the samples grown on GGG and
YAG with just the bottom Bragg mirrors, with the defect layer, just the top Bragg mirrors
and the entire photonic crystal. While the optical bandgap transmittance drop was about
85%, significantly better than the devices on sapphire, the transmission peak of the
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confined mode on GGG was near 50% while the transmission on YAG was a little above
40%.

Figure 6-7. Modified magneto-photonic crystal design on YAG and GGG substrates with a TiO2 dielectric
layer adjacent to the CeYIG/YIG defect layer.

Figure 6-8. Evolution of the transmission spectra measured from the magnetophotonic crystal on GGG.
Transmission spectra with the (a) bottom Bragg mirrors, (b) bottom Bragg mirrors and defect layer, (c) the
defect layer between two Bragg mirrors, and (d) top Bragg mirror.
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Figure 6-9. Evolution of the transmission spectra measured from the magnetophotonic crystal on YAG.
Transmission spectra with (a) the bottom Bragg mirrors, (b) bottom Bragg mirrors and defect layer, (c) the
defect layer between two Bragg mirrors, and (d) top Bragg mirror.

6.4. Structural and Magneto-Optical Characterization
The fabricated 1D photonic crystal on GGG was characterized using a TEM. A crosssection from the sample was made with the dual-beam FIB SEM and a TEM lamella was
prepared. The lamella was transferred to a TEM grid and imaged. Figure 6-10 shows the
cross-section view of the entire stack with the garnet layer in the middle. It is seen that the
RTA process to crystallize the garnets has also altered the morphology of the bottom Bragg
mirror. Importantly, the crystallization of dielectric media can change its refractive index
and shift the band gap. However, no such change in the band gap is observed, but an
increase in optical absorption is possible due to the reduced transmission of the confined
mode. A select area diffraction from the garnet region shows that the garnet is
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polycrystalline (Figure 6-10, right). The magnetophotonic crystal on GGG had a large
Faraday rotation of -3300°/cm at 1550 nm.

Figure 6-10. (left) Cross-section TEM image of the 1D magneto-photonic crystal. The bottom Bragg mirror
appears crystalline from high-temperature RTA, while the top Bragg mirror looks pristine. (right) Select area
electron diffraction pattern (inset) is acquired from the garnet region marked by the circle. Image courtesy of
Dr. Thomas E. Gage.

In summary, the magneto-photonic crystals explored here provide an insight into the
materials, processing and design challenges that need to be addressed before realizing a 1D
crystal with an enhanced magneto-optical response. Such crystals can find use in free-space
isolators or frequency selective filters in environments needing high signal to noise ratios.
Future research will also focus on fabricating such crystals on the edges of optical fibers.
This will allow isolators to be placed outside a packaged photonic module (laser off-chip
designs) and yet provide the necessary multi-channel isolation that is required for highspeed modulation schemes.
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7. Interfacial and Bulk Magnetic Properties of Cerium
Doped Terbium Iron Garnet Thin Films
Isolators with magneto-optical garnets require an external magnetic bias field to provide
the necessary non-reciprocal transmission. Novel isolator designs aim at miniaturizing or
altogether eliminating the bias magnetic field, which otherwise poses integration
challenges in a microscale chip. The existing solutions are either based on macroscopic
latching garnet elements or radical design modifications that do not conform to the metrics
set by waveguide based integrated photonics. [132]–[135]
The non-reciprocal mode conversion (NRMC) with quasi-phase matching (QPM)
complies with the accepted waveguide dimensions in a photonic design and holds the
magnetization collinear to the propagating mode due to the dominant shape anisotropy of
the garnet cladding. [122] This latched magnetization allows for a magnet-free isolator
with a once-saturated garnet. Further optimization to this design requires a thorough
understanding of the REIG/Si interface, effective magnetic anisotropy, retentivity (Mr),
coercivity (Hc) and temperature dependency of the garnet deposited on the Si waveguide.
More importantly, across all isolators with garnet on silicon, the nature of the interface
between the substrate and the MO film can alter the magnetic and magneto-optical
properties, crucial to the device performance.
Investigation on garnet interfaces have been confined to epitaxial garnet films on
gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG). [136]–[138] Jakubisova et al. attributed the anomaly
in MO polar Kerr rotation in nm-thick yttrium iron garnet (YIG) on GGG (111) to the
presence of a transition layer with opposite Fe3+ sublattice magnetization that is
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antiferromagnetically coupled to the dodecahedral Gd3+ in the substrate. [139] In other
research, the formation of a magnetically compensated layer from the interdiffusion of Fe
from the film and Gd-Ga from the substrate is suggested as a result of high temperature
annealing. [140], [141] More recently the interdiffusion claims were bolstered with
scanning transmission electron microscopy that showed a 6 nm Gd,Ga-doped YIG
interlayer region that is paramagnetic at room temperature. [142] While significant
research has been done on the single crystal YIG/GGG system for magnonics, very little
work is available on polycrystalline garnets that have substantial implications in silicon
photonics.
Here, we explore the magnetic properties of CeTbIG for two reasons – (i) high Faraday
rotation at room temperature and (ii) seedlayer-free deposition on non-garnet substrates.
Other garnets like cerium- or bismuth-doped yttrium iron garnet (CeYIG or BiYIG), that
require a seedlayer complicate the investigation of interfacial properties due to multiple
interfaces and complementary magneto-optical properties. Moreover, for a latched isolator,
the garnet should not demagnetize in stray field of several hundred oersted, thereby
requiring a large coercivity and remanence.

7.1. Structural Characterization of CeTbIG using X-Ray Diffraction
CeTbIG thin films were deposited on polished silicon substrates from three
independently controlled material sources in a RF magnetron set up. An ambient of Ar and
O2 (10:1) is used as the reactive gas. Thickness variation from 40 to 165 nm was obtained
by controlling the deposition time with a calibrated deposition rate. As-deposited
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amorphous films were annealed ex-situ in a rapid thermal processor at a pre-determined
optimal temperature of 900°C in oxygen for 3 minutes.
The structural analysis was performed using X-ray diffraction in a coupled scan mode.
The diffractograms in Figure 7-1 reveals the progression of crystalline quality as the
thickness increases, with films above 77 nm having well defined polycrystalline peaks
corresponding to a cubic garnet structure. A careful examination of the 40 nm thick sample
shows the presence of secondary non-garnet phase, which potentially inhibits the
crystallization of desired cubic garnet phase. [143]

Figure 7-1. X-ray diffraction spectra from CeTbIG thin films of varying thicknesses sputtered on silicon
substrates. [143]

Scherrer analysis (Equation 7-1) provides an average crystallite size of 60 ± 2 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

across different thicknesses (77 nm – 165 nm). Table 7-1 shows that for the different
thicknesses, both Pseudo-Voight and Pearson-VII fitting criteria provided significantly
different results for the crystallite size and full-width half maximum (FWHM).
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𝐵𝐵(2𝜃𝜃) =

Equation 7-1. Scherrer formula for crystallite size.

𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾
𝐿𝐿 cos 𝜃𝜃

Where, K is the Scherrer constant, 𝜆𝜆 is the wavelength of the X-ray source (in this case

1.78 Å for Co kα source), L is the broadening (FWHM), and 𝜃𝜃 is the Bragg angle.

Table 7-1. Comparison of crystallize sizes from the Pseudo-Voight and Pearson-VII fitting techniques in the
Scherrer analysis of polycrystalline peaks.

Thickness

Scherrer Analysis – Pseudo-Voight

Scherrer Analysis– Pearson-VII

Crystallite Size

FWHM

Crystallite Size

FWHM

(nm)

(degree)

(nm)

(degree)

165

62.0

0.323

61.1

0.331

142

62.1

0.299

71.6

0.298

113

62.5

0.315

61.9

0.300

100

79.3

0.265

80.8

0.258

77

89.9

0.216

84.2

0.238

40

48.7

0.457

58.3

0.422

(nm)

However, Scherrer analysis is inaccurate for polycrystalline films without considering
the microstrain due to high temperature processes. [144], [145] The observed peak
broadening is a convolution of factors from size and strain contributions. Therefore, the
Williamson-Hall (W-H) technique is used to plot the product of full-width half maximum
(FWHM) × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 (X-axis) and sin 𝜃𝜃 (Y-axis), (Equation 7-2). [146]
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹(𝑆𝑆) × cos 𝜃𝜃 =

𝐾𝐾 × 𝜆𝜆
+ 4 × 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × sin(𝜃𝜃)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
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Equation 7-2. Williamson-Hall relationship for crystallite size analysis.

Here, FW is the FWHM in radians. The y-intercept provides information about the
crystallite size and the slope provides information about the microstrain.
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Figure 7-2. Williamson-Hall plots for polycrystalline peaks of CeTbIG with different film thicknesses. The
solid line is the linear fit to the measurement data in squares. [143]

The W-H plots for the polycrystalline peaks of CeTbIG are plotted in Figure 7-2 and fit
to Equation 7-2. Accounting for the microstrain, the recalculated crystallite size scales as
expected with the thickness of the film, Figure 7-3. The peak characteristics required for
W-H method such as the peak center and FWHM were identified using Gaussian profile
fitting in Origin Pro. The instrument broadening was accounted for using a calibration
profile acquired from a NIST standard LaB6.
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Figure 7-3. Crystallite size in polycrystalline CeTbIG extracted from X-ray diffractograms using the
Williamson-Hall technique. [143]

7.2. Interfacial Magnetic Properties
Rare-earth substituents (such as Ce) to iron garnets tend to preferentially occupy
dodecahedral sites, while the iron occupies the octahedral and tetrahedral sites, maintaining
the rare-earth to iron ratio at 0.6. Garnets deposited using physical vapor processes have
typically shown excessive iron deficient stoichiometry leading to differences in their
magnetization. [147], [148] Compositional analysis using electron dispersive spectroscopy
(EDX) in Figure 7-4 shows that the empirically determined stoichiometry of our films does
not change with thickness, resulting in an average of Ce0.5Tb2.5Fe4.75O12. The rare-earth to
iron ratio is maintained at 0.57 ± 0.01 which implies that our films are stoichiometric, do

not have excess RE preferentially occupying the octahedral sites or a lack of Fe that can
change the sublattice magnetization. [78]
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Figure 7-4. Stoichiometry for the constituent elements of CeTbIG calculated from the atomic concentration
measured using EDS-SEM. The horizontal dashed lines correspond to the ideal rare-earth and Fe ratio of 3:5.
[143]

The saturation magnetization measured using vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM)
at room temperature (300 K) varies with the thickness, reaching close to zero for the thinner
samples as shown in Figure 7-5. This indicates the presence of a magnetically dead layer
(MDL). [149] The MDL thickness is extracted from the 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆 × 𝑡𝑡 plot (shown in Figure
𝛿𝛿

7-5(left)) by fitting it to the relation, 𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 = 𝑀𝑀0 �1 − �, where 𝛿𝛿 is the dead layer thickness
𝑡𝑡

and 𝑀𝑀0 is the slope of the fit. [150] Accounting for 44 nm of MDL, the corrected

magnetization in Figure 7-5(right) exhibits significantly less variation with thickness. The

magnetization of 40 nm is omitted as the film shows poor crystallinity and weak magnetism
not attributed to the garnet phase under consideration. A possible reason for the MDL could
be the difference in lattice constants and coefficient of thermal expansion between Si and
CeTbIG that are likely to introduce some irregularities in the crystallinity near the interface.
[151], [152]
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Figure 7-5. (left) Product of saturation magnetization and thickness plotted versus the thickness of CeTbIG
thin films. The solid line is the fit to the equation shown in the inset. (right) Saturation magnetization
measured using magnetometry and the magnetization corrected for dead layer. [143]

Magnetic dead layers are detrimental to the working of garnet clad Si waveguide-based
non-reciprocal devices as the effective material volume for the evanescent tail reduces
proportionally. Conveniently, CeTbIG has a strong magnetic gyrotropy (~-3200°/cm at
1550 nm for films greater than 77 nm), and this will compensate for the loss in magnetooptical interaction. In fact, Faraday rotation as high as -3550°/cm have been measured in
our films in spite of magnetic dead layer.

7.3. Effective Anisotropy in CeTbIG Thin Films
VSM measurements shown in Figure 7-6 reveal that CeTbIG has a remanent
magnetization of 0.6Ms and > 1kOe coercivity. Compared to other rare earth garnets, such
as YIG (143 emu/cc), [22] CeYIG (120 emu/cc), [153] EuIG (100 emu/cc), [78] CeTbIG
(18 emu/cc) has low magnetization at room temperature. Consequently, the weak shape
anisotropy (2𝜋𝜋𝑀𝑀𝑠𝑠 2 ) is aided by strong magnetoelastic anisotropy, assisting the
magnetization to stay in-plane in CeTbIG on Si for latched non-reciprocal isolators.
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Figure 7-6. Vibrating sample magnetometer measurements of the MH loops in the in-plane and out-of-plane
measurement geometries on CeTbIG thin films of different thicknesses. Measurement courtesy of Dr.
Cosmin Radu from Lakeshore Cryotronics Inc. [143]

The magnetoelastic anisotropy is calculated from the difference in in-plane and out-ofplane stress (∆𝜎𝜎 =

𝐸𝐸

1−𝜇𝜇

[𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 − 𝜀𝜀0 ]) and given as,

3
𝑘𝑘𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = − ∗ 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 ∗ ∆𝜎𝜎
2

Equation 7-3. Relationship between the magneto-elastic anisotropy constant, difference in stress and
magnetostriction coefficient.

Here, 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 is the magnetostrictive coefficient derived under the consideration of non-

uniform stress within the polycrystalline aggregate. [154]–[156] The magnetostriction
coefficient is calculated following the approximations from Vladimirsky et al.
2 ln 𝑐𝑐
𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 = 𝜆𝜆111 + � −
� ∗ (𝜆𝜆100 − 𝜆𝜆111 ) = 1.086 × 10−5
5
8

Equation 7-4. Magnetostriction coefficient for a polycrystalline aggregate.
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Where 𝑐𝑐 =

2∗𝑐𝑐44

, c11, c12 and c44 are elastic moduli constants for single crystal

𝑐𝑐11 −𝑐𝑐12

TbIG, 𝜆𝜆111 = 12 × 10−6 , and 𝜆𝜆100 = −3.3 × 10−6 .

Table 7-2. Summary of measurement and calculation of effective anisotropy. From left to right: Thickness,
effective anisotropy from hysteresis measurement, Keff calculated from CTE mismatch strain, difference
between measurement and calculation (CTE mismatch strain), Keff calculated from XRD strain, difference
between measurement and calculation (XRD strain) and Faraday rotation.

Thickness
[nm]

Measured
from
hysteresis
loops
(1)

Effective Anisotropy, Keff
[x 104 erg/cc]
Calculated
Calculated
using
using
strain
strain
Difference
from CTE
extracted
[(1)-(2)]
mismatch
from XRD
(2)
(3)

Difference
[(1)-(3)]

Faraday
Rotation
[°/cm]

77

-0.88

-5.23

4.34

-4.82

3.94

-2678a

100

-1.33

-7.13

5.80

-0.70

0.63

-3500

113

-1.39

-6.17

4.77

-2.93

1.54

-3451

140

-3.03

-7.16

4.12

-0.84

2.18

-3236

167

-2.74

-7.04

4.29

-1.23

1.51

-3257

a) The reduced Faraday rotation is due to inadequacy of the applied magnetic field in reversing the
magnetization due to large coercivity of the sample.

The 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠 for polycrystal (here) is twice the bulk TbIG lambda from Akulov’s approximation

( 5.8 × 10−6 ). 𝐸𝐸 is the Young’s modulus, 𝜇𝜇 is the Poisson’s ratio and 𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 − 𝜀𝜀0 is the

difference between in-plane and out-of-plane strains.

𝐸𝐸

1−𝜇𝜇

is determined from the constants

of elastic moduli given by 𝑐𝑐11 − 𝑐𝑐12. [157] The effective anisotropy is the sum of

individual contributions from the shape and magnetoelastic components. The first order
crystalline anisotropy is ignored owing to the cubic crystallinity and polycrystalline nature
of these films.
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Magnetoelastic anisotropy is typically calculated with the strain originating from the
mismatch in coefficient of thermal (CTE) expansion, given by ∆𝛼𝛼∆𝑇𝑇, where ∆𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 −

𝛼𝛼𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 . [158] This approach fails to account for (i) the change in CTE at higher temperatures,

(ii) neglects the effects of strain relaxation upon cooling after high temperature anneal and

(iii) variation in strain with thickness of the film. This is evident from Table 7-2 where the
effective anisotropy from CTE mismatch is overestimated in comparison to the anisotropy
calculated from the difference in in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops. On the other
hand, the effective anisotropy from the out-of-plane strain (𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧 =
−𝜀𝜀𝑧𝑧
2𝜇𝜇

𝑎𝑎−𝑎𝑎0
𝑎𝑎0

, in-plane strain 𝜀𝜀0 =

) extracted using X-ray diffraction is comparable to the effective anisotropy obtained

from magnetometer measurements, as shown in Table 7-2. The effective anisotropy from
magnetometry is obtained from the difference in the area under the anhysteretic M-H
curves for the in-plane and out-of-plane geometries. The difference in effective anisotropy
from measurement and calculation is presented in Table 7-2 for clarity. Here, the lattice
parameter (𝑎𝑎) extracted from X-ray diffraction is averaged over the three preferred
crystallographic orientations, conforming to the non-uniform orientation dependent stress
assumptions made in magnetostriction estimation. Secondly, the strain calculated from
diffraction measurement scales with the thickness of the sample, where thicker samples
exhibit strain relaxation. It is noted that the effective anisotropy of our garnets are at least
an order of magnitude smaller than those typically reported for other rare-earth iron
garnets. [19], [159], [160] The out-of-plane hysteresis loops show that the films are
magnetically hard, which produces a remnant moment and non-negligible coercivity when
magnetized perpendicular to the film surface. Nevertheless, the effective anisotropy from
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both calculation and measurement shows a preference to in-plane magnetization that is
consistent with the positive magnetostriction coefficient and lower in-plane saturation field
for our garnets.

7.4. Temperature Dependence on Magnetic Properties
The temperature dependent magnetization measurements, as shown in Figure 7-7(a)
reveals the compensation temperature (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 ) to be around 230 K (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 for unsubstituted

polycrystalline TbIG films is 264 K).

Figure 7-7. (a) Temperature dependent magnetization measured in a SQUID from 20 to 320 K in warming
(triangle) and cooling (circle) sequences. The coercivity is measured using quarter hysteresis loops at 30 K
intervals from 20 to 300 K. (b) Low temperature hysteresis loops measured at 20, 50 and 80 K. [143]

The decrease in compensation point is attributed to the marginal presence of Ce dopant
similar to Bi substitution in TbIG, which reduces the rare-earth (Tb3+, dodecahedral)
sublattice magnetization. [161] Compensation temperature is also an indicator of elemental
redistribution within the garnet lattice sites. At higher concentrations, rare-earth ions can
also occupy octahedral sites, which would increase the compensation point. The lower 𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶
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in our films indicates that the rare-earth ions occupy only the dodecahedral sites, while the
octahedral and tetrahedral sites are preferentially occupied by iron.
The temperature influence on coercivity, as shown in Figure 7-7(a), can be divided into
three regions, viz. region I from Tcomp to 300 K, region II from 120 K to Tcomp and region
III for temperatures below 120 K. In regions I and II, the characteristic rise and fall of
coercivity is due to the varying susceptibility of the rare-earth sublattice. As temperature
increases in region II, the thermal fluctuations orient rare-earth moments away from their
direction of spontaneous magnetization. With the rare-earth sublattice no longer saturated
and relatively unchanged iron sublattice magnetization, an extremely large coercivity
occurs at the compensation temperature. It is worth noting that the iron sublattice
magnetization (in tetrahedral and octahedral sites) from neutron scattering refinement is
about 3.65 – 3.80µB (at 300 K) and 4.26µB (at 117 K), which only exhibits negligible
temperature dependency as opposed to the rare-earth sublattice. [162], [163] Furthermore,
this increase in coercive field does not approach infinity if the rare-earth sublattice is
unsaturated. [164] Above compensation temperature, the coercivity decreases as it scales
inversely with effective saturation magnetization. Still, the room temperature coercivity
is large due to the low saturation magnetization that significantly reduces the
demagnetization energy. This is insufficient to overcome the domain wall energy to initiate
any reversing domain nucleation, thereby keeping the garnet in a magnetically latched
single domain state.
Other researchers have observed a transition of the RE moment from canted about the
main crystallographic axis (at 120 K) to a double umbrella structure (dominant below 13
K), and this typically yields large coercive fields. This observation is supported by other
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temperature dependent neutron diffraction and x-ray diffraction measurements that
indicate a crystallographic distortion from cubic to rhombohedral symmetry. [162], [165]–
[167] The hysteresis loops in Figure 7-7(b) show that at these lower temperatures, the
magnetization doesn’t saturate even at 10 kOe. The non-zero slopes in the high-field
regime validate the presence of canted moments. Large magnetization reversal fields can
be attributed to a spin-glass state where reversal is dominated by rotation of frozen
moments rather than conventional domain wall motion. [164], [168]

7.5. Magnetless Non-Reciprocal Phase Shift (NRPS) and NonReciprocal Mode Conversion (NRMC) Isolators
The discussion so far showed that a large magnetic-gyrotropy and an effective in-plane
anisotropy are beneficial to devices that need in-plane magnetization for latched magnetfree isolators. Additionally, the NRMC devices discussed in Chapter 4 already operate in
the remnant state where the magnetization is held collinear to the light propagation due to
dominant shape anisotropy from high longitudinal aspect ratio. However, to realize
magnet-free operation in an NRPS isolators and to further reduce the footprint of the
devices, new design innovations are needed. One such innovation combines positive and
negative gyrotropy garnets to create a “push-pull” effect, where alternate segments of a
magnetostatically stable cladding will allow an effective accumulation of phase shift (in
NRPS) or Faraday rotation (in NRMC), thereby decreasing the footprint by at least 50%.
Negative gyrotorpy garnets are extensively researched, and even in this thesis the
primary focus has been on improving the negative Faraday rotation of CeTbIG. For the
proposed magnet-free push-pull designs, it is important to engineer garnets with a large
positive gyrotropy too. As seen in the introduction, the Faraday rotation in a garnet is a
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sum of products of dipole transition coefficients and sublattice magnetization. For negative
gyrotropy, dodecahedral substituents enhance the electric dipole transition by a factor of 8
due to strong interactions between the 4f and 3d states of the rare-earth in dodecahedral
and iron in tetrahedral site. Similarly, the positive gyrotropy can be enhanced by reversing
the sublattice magnetization and selectively increasing the electric dipole coefficient of
octahedral sites while keeping those of the tetrahedral sites small and negative. This can be
achieved by preferentially substituting the Fe-rich octahedral sites with cations such as
Al3+, Ga3+ and V3+ as shown in Figure 7-8.

Figure 7-8. Schematic illustration of improving positive Faraday rotation through cation substitutions.

On the design front, magnet-free NRPS isolation will be achieved with a cladding that
is made of alternate segments of garnets that have contrasting gyrotropy (positive and
negative) with anti-parallel magnetizations for magnetostatic stability as shown in Figure
7-9. Light propagating in the silicon waveguide will first experience a phase shift that is
proportional to the positive gyrotropy of the first segment and then it will continue to
accumulate positive phase shift in the negative gyrotropy of the second segment due to the
opposite magnetization, and so on. The branches of the interferometer will be 50% shorter
if the magnitude of positive and negative gyrotropy are equal and > |3500| °/cm. The state
of the art today includes interferometer lengths upwards of 900 μm with gyrotropy of 3000°/cm and large magnetic fields (2πMs) to magnetize the (not segmented) garnet
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cladding perpendicular to the waveguide. The designs proposed here with garnets
possessing high gyrotropy (+/- 3800 °/cm), device lengths will be as small as 300 μm.

Figure 7-9. Schematic illustration of a magnet-free NRPS isolator with magnetostatically coupled garnet
cladding.

Similar modifications to an NRMC isolator can be made where both the cladding
segments corresponding to the half-beat lengths of the propagating mode are made of
negative and positive gyrotropy garnets, respectively, as shown in Figure 7-10. Zhang et
al. and Dulal et al. have shown through simulations that such designs can provide the
required isolation in device footprints of < 3 mm for garnets having a Faraday rotation >
3500 °/cm. [45], [69], [169] While the half-beat lengths for a 500 x 900 nm waveguide
dimensions is 10.5 μm, smaller waveguide thickness will also reduce the beat lengths
commensurately. In such cases, the quasi-phase matched segments will need an additional
magneto-elastic anisotropy to compensate for the reduced shape anisotropy, as
demonstrated in CeTbIG thin films.
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Figure 7-10. Schematic illustration of a magnet-free NRMC isolator with alternate segments of contrasting
gyrotropy garnets. The Poincare sphere illustrates the polarization states at the input and output.

In summary, the magnetic and optical properties of CeTbIG highlighted in this chapter
viz. the high magnetic gyrotropy and the effective in-plane anisotropy are beneficial to
devices needing in-plane magnetization for latched magnet-free isolators where shape
anisotropy isn’t sufficient. The development of positive gyrotropy garnets will pave way
for a new class of push-pull isolator designs that can operate without an active external
magnetic field. The magnet-free NRPS and NRMC devices proposed here will
significantly reduce footprint and will be the first of their kind if realized.
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8. Diffusion-driven Mechanical Exfoliation of Rare-Earth
Iron Garnet Nanosheets
So far, we have seen rare-earth iron garnets deposited as claddings on waveguides for
passive photonic components such as isolators and circulators. Similarly, rare-earth iron
garnets have also been extensively researched in magnonics as potential spin-wave
channels due to their low damping coefficients and absence of parasitic effects from
conduction electrons. In either of the cases, a hetero interface between garnets and a silicon
waveguide (for evanescent mode interaction) or garnets and a heavy metal (for efficient
spin current injection) is required.
On the other hand, reducing the thermal budget of garnet processing has emerged as an
important bottleneck in finding foundry acceptability. Gage et al. identified an optimal
two-step rapid thermal annealing process at 400°C and 800°C for producing phase-pure
yttrium iron garnet films (YIG) on SiO2 on Si. [128] More recently, epitaxial bismuth
substituted yttrium iron garnet (BiYIG) thin films grown on gadolinium gallium garnet
(GGG) were shown to crystallize using a substrate temperature of only 560°C, whereas
technologically relevant BiYIG on Si required a seedlayer and an ex-situ rapid thermal
annealing (RTA) at 800°C. [115] Notably, Jeffery et al. point out that garnets can be
incorporated at the back-end of the line in a CMOS process only if the crystallization
temperature is below 577°C without oxygen or below 515°C if a capacitively coupled
oxygen plasma is needed. [170] Similarly, in magnonics, the need for inhomogeneity-free
single crystal garnets has limited garnet processing to epitaxial growth on lattice matched
substrates such as GGG.
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Micromechanical cleavage through exfoliation or transfer printing has emerged as a
promising alternative for materials requiring special processing conditions that are not
compatible with a large-scale wafer process. [171], [172] While mechanical exfoliation has
been instrumental in the development of devices with 2D materials such as graphene, MoS2
and WSe2, it was only recently that YIG has been exfoliated from GGG by remote-epitaxy
through a few monolayers of graphene interlayer. [173]–[175] Unlike weak interlayer van
der Waals forces in 2D materials, the mechanical strength (Young’s modulus ~200 GPa)
and strong adhesion of garnets to crystalline and ceramic substrates prevent them from
being exfoliated without an interfacial weakening layer such as graphene.
In subsequent sections, we will see mechanical exfoliation of large-grain CeTbIG
deposited on silicon through a controlled creep deformation process. Here, a two-step
annealing is used to initiate a stress-enhanced diffusion deformation at the substrate-film
interface that enables exfoliation of the film while preserving its physical and structural
properties.

8.1. Strain-Enhanced Creep Mechanism in Garnet Thin Films
Creep is a form of time-dependent deformation of crystalline and amorphous materials
that occurs at specific conditions of temperature and stress. In fine grained polycrystalline
material systems, the commonly observed creep mechanisms are diffusional deformation
through mass transport, dislocation-climb or -glide processes and grain boundary sliding.
[176], [177] Diffusion assisted creep occurs at high temperature and low stresses, where a
region under tension has a lower activation energy for vacancy formation compared to a
region under compression. This gradient in vacancy concentration (or chemical potential
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gradient) promotes diffusion of atoms from regions under compression towards regions
under tension, while the vacancies move in the opposite direction. Depending on the
diffusion path, the mechanism has been called the Nabarro-Herring creep if the mass
transport happens through the lattice and Coble creep if it is along the grain boundaries.
[178]–[180] In instances of diffusional mass transport, grain boundary sliding can occur to
accommodate the deformation induced grain elongation and maintain specimen coherency.
[181] Dislocation climb and glide processes occur at higher stresses and are energetically
favorable through void formation or an interpenetration of independent slip systems. [176]
Additionally, besides temperature and stress, a diffusion creep mechanism also has a
characteristic grain size dependence.
While creep mechanisms have been extensively studied in bulk polycrystalline
materials cut into millimeter sized billets, the underlying deformation processes (diffusion
and dislocation) are also present in nanoscale system. [182]–[184] More importantly,
earlier investigations were carried out to understand potential failure mechanisms, and
here, we aim to introduce creep in a controlled manner to enable mechanical exfoliation.
[176], [177], [183]

Figure 8-1. Schematic illustration of lattice diffusion-enhanced vacancy accumulation at the exfoliation plane
and mechanical exfoliation of CeTbIG thin film from silicon substrate.
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8.2. Novel Annealing Route for Enhanced Diffusion
CeTbIG thin films of different thicknesses (to vary the strain) are sputter deposited on
silicon substrates using processes outlined in earlier chapters. Optimized annealing
processes for high-gyrotropy at 900°C did not result in exfoliation. Whereas the ex-situ
annealing process modified to include two temperature steps – a short-duration high
temperature spike followed by longer soak resulted in exfoliation.

Figure 8-2. Comparison of structural characteristics of CeTbIG processed at 900℃ and different annealing
durations. (a,d,g) X-ray diffractograms, (b,e,h) Band contrast images and (c,f,i) Inverse pole figure images
for CeTbIG for different annealing processes.

Here, the sample is annealed at 950°C for 30 seconds, and then the temperature is decreased
to 900°C for another 5 minutes. The extended annealing duration facilitates additional
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nucleation and growth of crystallites, adding to the stress at the substrate-film interface,
and increasing the diffusion length of the atomic species.
Prior annealing routes developed for CeTbIG on Si were optimized to result desired
phase crystallinity through a 3-minute rapid thermal process at 900°C, as shown in Figure
8-2. However, in order to enable a diffusion-enhanced exfoliation, the annealing
temperature must be high enough to provide the activation energy for the diffusants and
constrained to a narrow range of 900 - 950°C to avoid the formation of detrimental
secondary phases at higher temperatures as reported in previous chapters. In addition to the
temperature, the duration of the process determines the diffusion path length and the
consequent formation of the exfoliation plane. It is observed that CeTbIG annealed at
900°C for 4 minutes and 5 minutes, respectively, result in indistinguishable X-ray
diffractograms and only a slight increase in grain size with the longer duration anneal as
seen in the electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) images in Figure 8-2(d-i). The
average grain sizes determined from Figure 8-2(c), (f) and (i) are 2 μm, 2 μm and 3 μm
respectively. Although, the longer duration processes improved the crystallinity in the
films, they could not be exfoliated. On the other hand, when the films were annealed at
950°C for 30 seconds (spike), followed by 900°C for 5 minutes (soak), not only were the
films of the desired phase with larger grain size (Figure 8-3(a)) but they could also be
mechanically exfoliated. Further, increasing the high-temperature spike at 950°C to 90
seconds (followed by 5 minutes at 900°C) results in microcracks in a fully crystallized film
(Figure 8-3(b)) indicating that short duration spike is optimal. Also, upon comparing the
EBSD images in Figure 8-2(c), (f) and (i), it is apparent that a longer duration anneals
initiates additional nucleation and grain growth in the thin films.
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Figure 8-3. Comparison of back scattered electron images from the modified annealing process. (a) 950°C,
30 sec and 900°C, 5 min. (b) 950°C, 90 sec and 900°C, 5 min.

8.3. Strain Rate, Vacancy Concentration and Diffusivities
The strain is measured using X-ray diffraction and the stress is calculated using the
elastic moduli constants of the material. As expected for a silicon-garnet system, the film
is under lateral tension with respect to the substrate. The vacancy concentration has an
Arrhenius dependence on the lateral tension,
𝑁𝑁𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 (Vacancy concentration) ∝ 𝑒𝑒

−𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 +𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Equation 8-1. Relationship for vacancy concentration as function of activation energy and lateral tension

where, 𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 �

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3

𝜀𝜀 ∗ 𝑌𝑌), 𝛺𝛺 (

𝑅𝑅 �8.314

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
𝐽𝐽

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚∙𝐾𝐾

� is the activation energy for vacancy formation, 𝜎𝜎 (

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐3

) is the stress (𝜎𝜎 =

) is the atomic volume of the diffusant corresponding to a lattice site,

� is the universal gas constant and 𝑇𝑇(𝐾𝐾) is the annealing temperature. The

product of stress and atomic volume (𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎) decreases the activation energy for vacancy
formation, resulting in an exponentially increasing number of vacancies at higher stress (or

strain), as shown in Figure 8-4. While the vacancy concentration increases with strain, it
also varies for the different diffusing species in a garnet lattice. It is seen from Figure 8-4
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that oxygen produces the most vacancies followed by Fe3+ at octahedral and tetrahedral
sites, and rare-earth cation at the dodecahedral site. Importantly, the stress measured in the
nanoscale silicon-garnet system is comparable to the stress in bulk garnet billets from
macroscopic compressions tests. [183]–[185] The stress-driven vacancy formation and
strain relaxation in annealed films indicate that both diffusion and dislocation aided
deformation appear to be equally probable in the silicon-garnet material system.

Figure 8-4. Calculated vacancy concentration for different lattice diffusants (Fe, Rare-earth (RE) and O).

The strain rate-stress data for CeTbIG is plotted in Figure 8-5(a) where the strain rate is
proportional to the activation energy and grain size of the polycrystalline film. The data
follows the Nabarro-Herring mechanism:
𝜀𝜀̇ =

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 + 𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎
𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛
𝐷𝐷0𝑣𝑣 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � −
�
2
𝑑𝑑
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

Equation 8-2. Nabarro-Herring relationship for strain rates and activation energies.

Where, 𝜀𝜀̇ (𝑠𝑠 −1 ) is the strain rate, d is the grain size, 𝐷𝐷0𝑣𝑣 is the maximal diffusion coefficient
of vacancies, 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛 is a constant of proportionality that varies based on experimental
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conditions, and

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓 , 𝜎𝜎, 𝛺𝛺, 𝑅𝑅 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑇𝑇 are the same as earlier definitions. Strain rate is

calculated as the total strain accumulated over the duration of annealing. Equation 8-2 is

rewritten in a linear form by grouping terms corresponding to bulk diffusion and applying
a natural logarithm on both sides.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐴𝐴𝑛𝑛
𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 𝜀𝜀̇ = � 2 ∗ 𝐷𝐷� + 𝑛𝑛 ∗ 𝜎𝜎
Ω
Ω 𝑑𝑑

Equation 8-3. Linear representation of the Nabarro-Herring relationship.

Here, the diffusivity is expressed as 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷0𝑣𝑣 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 � −

𝑄𝑄𝑓𝑓

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

� and a stress exponent (n) is

added to capture other parallel creep mechanisms in the garnet.

Figure 8-5. (a) Plot of scaled natural logarithm of strain rate versus stress for diffusivity estimation from the
Nabarro-Herring lattice diffusion model. The dashed line is a linear fit to the measured data points (squares).
(b) Log-log plot of strain rate and stress comparing CeTbIG with other single and polycrystalline garnets,
and perovskites.

By fitting the data in Figure 8-5(a) to Equation 8-3, a diffusivity of 1.13 × 10−18 𝑚𝑚2 𝑠𝑠 −1

and a stress exponent of 5.7 are obtained. The strain rate-stress data in the Figure 8-5(b)
shows that the deformational mechanism in a nanoscale polycrystalline garnet is
comparable to bulk polycrystalline garnets and perovskites. [183]–[185]
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The empirical relations derived from literature for self-diffusion (lattice) of the
constituent species of a rare-earth iron garnet given in Equation 8-4, indicate that oxygen
is the fastest diffusant, while the rare-earth is the rate-limiting cation. [186], [187]

𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 3+ = 1.5 × 10−2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
𝐷𝐷𝑌𝑌 3+

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

−394

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
−473
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
= 3.01 × 100 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝐷𝐷𝑂𝑂 = 2.5 × 10−5 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �

𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

−268

Equation 8-4. Empirical diffusion relations for Fe, Y and O.

Although the empirical diffusivity in Equation (5) is for yttrium, the comparable ionic
radii for rare-earth elements in the 8-coordinated dodecahedral site and similar ionic
porosities of iron garnets results in comparable self-diffusivities for the rare-earth elements
(Figure 8-6). [188]

Figure 8-6. Diffusivity and ionic radii for different rare-earth elements.
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One approach used in the literature is to apply Matthiessen’s approximation to empirical
diffusivities. Here, this approximation yields a net diffusivity of 1.75 × 10−20 𝑚𝑚2 𝑠𝑠 −1 ,

which is two orders of magnitude smaller than the diffusivity obtained from Equation 8-3.
Previous research on alumina shows that a discrepancy between calculations from creep
data and diffusion experiments is not unusual when Nabarro-Herring creep is the operative
mechanism due to a lack of ideal Newtonian flow. [181] Parthasarathy et al. have also
observed an overestimation in another garnet system through creep calculations for
polycrystalline yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG). [183] As mentioned in the previous
section, another mechanism to consider could be grain boundary diffusion or Coble creep,
but that would involve a strain rate that is proportional to the inverse cube of the grain size.
When we apply that criterion to our data, the grain boundary diffusivity would be much
smaller than that through the lattice, which is physically unlikely. Diffusional deformation
is typically characterized by Newtonian viscosity with a linear correlation of strain rate and
stress (𝑖𝑖. 𝑒𝑒. , 𝜀𝜀̇ ∝ 𝜎𝜎 𝑚𝑚 , 𝑚𝑚 = 1). Although the stress exponent here is 5.7, indicating the
presence of an additional non-Newtonian creep mechanism (𝜀𝜀̇ ∝ 𝜎𝜎 𝑚𝑚 , 𝑚𝑚 > 1), Heuer et al.

and Cannon et al. have summarized several examples of fine-grained polycrystals where a
combination of Newtonian and non-Newtonian behavior is a common occurrence. [176],
[177] Therefore, we infer that the lattice diffusion of cations is the rate-limiting step for the
creep, and a combination of Nabarro-Herring and dislocation creep are active in
polycrystalline CeTbIG.

8.4. Structural and Interfacial Characterization
The electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) images of a 170 nm CeTbIG film on
planar silicon substrate shown in Figure 8-7(a) reveal polycrystalline grains with an
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average grain size of 4 μm. A lack of triple-point voids on the film surface indicates the
absence of grain boundary sliding and consequently validates the absence of Coble creep
deformation. In some grains, a reorientation of the crystallite is observed, which is
attributed to the longer anneal (5min) that was used to promote exfoliation. The crosssection images from high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron
microscopy (HAADF-STEM) in Figure 8-7(b) reveals an exfoliation gap and an interlayer
at a distance of 30 nm from the substrate interface. This length scale is comparable to the
diffusion path length for cations calculated using the diffusivity obtained from the NabarroHerring creep calculations (Equation 8-3). Further, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
across the thickness of the exfoliated garnet shows a diffusion of cations from the film, and
silicon from the substrate towards the interface. The concentration profile across a 300 nm
EDS scan in Figure 8-7(c) shows the presence of an interfacial layer that is rich in Fe, Tb
and Si, and slightly deficient in oxygen between the scan lengths of 270 nm and 300 nm.
The Si migration into the exfoliated garnet is too small to cause interfacial metal silicates.
[189]–[191]
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Figure 8-7. (a) EBSD band contrast image and IPF crystalline map of polycrystalline CeTbIG on silicon. (b)
Cross-section HAADF-STEM image of a partially exfoliated garnet. The vertical solid line is the scan length
for EDS and the horizontal dashed lines identify the substrate, interlayer, exfoliation gap and the exfoliated
film. (c) EDS atomic concentration profile distinguishing between the film and the substrate. Cross section
EDS measurement courtesy of Dr. Jason C Myers.

In addition to the observed inter-diffusion, spot diffraction along the cross-section of
the film (Figure 8-8) also shows a transition from a highly crystalline film to an amorphous
interlayer at the exfoliation gap-substrate interface. While some researchers associate the
degradation in crystallinity at the interface to a diffusion induced amorphization, further
investigation is needed to determine the same in garnet-silicon systems. [192] However, a
combination of the inter-diffusion and reduced crystallinity can be attributed to the
formation of a magnetic dead layer at the CeTbIG-silicon interface as highlighted in
Section 7.2. We therefore conclude that a cluster of vacancies and an amorphous Fe-Tb127

Si-O interlayer creates an exfoliation plane (Figure 8-7(b)) at a distance equal to the cation
diffusion path resulting in controlled creep that allows exfoliation of garnet thin films from
silicon substrates.

Figure 8-8. Cross-section electron diffraction shows the progression of crystallinity in CeTbIG from strongly
crystalline near the top edge to weakly crystalline and amorphous at the substrate-film interface. The solid
vertical line is the scan direction. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Jason C Myers.

8.5. Mechanical Exfoliation and Magneto-Optical Measurements of
Garnet Nanosheets
Large (~100 x 100 μm) polycrystalline nanosheets (140 nm) of CeTbIG were
mechanically exfoliated using an adhesive tape from a silicon substrate after annealing, as
shown in Figure 8-9(a). As predicted, the exfoliation leaves behind a residual layer on the
substrate that has a weak crystalline signature. Optical microscope images in Figure 8-9(b)
shows that the garnet nanosheets are discontinuous and the fractures in the exfoliated film
are attributed to the pressure-induced stress during the exfoliation process. X-ray
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diffraction and magnetic measurements shown in Figure 8-9(c-d) indicate that the garnet
nanosheets are of the desired polycrystalline phase but have slightly different magnetic
properties than their on-substrate counterparts. Here, the exfoliated garnet has a smaller
saturation magnetization of 18 emu cc-1, compared to 22 emu cc-1 measured for garnets on
Si. The normalized magnetization is calculated under the assumption that 100% of the thin
film volume is exfoliated by the adhesive tape, which can result in an underestimation of
the magnetization. Furthermore, both the coercivity and saturation field of the garnet
nanosheets (HC = 230 Oe, Hsat = 1200 Oe) are smaller by a factor of 5 than the garnet on
Si (HC = 1000 Oe, Hsat = 6000 Oe). Meanwhile, a large Faraday rotation of -2900° cm-1 is
maintained (Table 8-1), as measured in transmission using a wavelength of 1550 nm and a
magnetic field of 1500 Oe. The low coercivity and high magnetic gyrotropy introduces the
ability to switch magnetization states with a small bias magnetic field, enabling the
incorporation of garnet nanosheets in photonic and magnonic devices, even if the system
has limited magnetic field strength and power budget constraints. While garnet properties
and sputtering processes have already been optimized for incorporating claddings into a
photonic foundry line, the non-traditional process proposed here will significantly benefit
magnonic devices that rely on ferrimagnetic garnets to form spin channels. With transfer
printed garnets, magnonic devices can be characterized without the interference of a
paramagnetic background from GGG substrate and future spin wave devices can be
designed on Si-based platforms.
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Figure 8-9. (a) Exfoliated CeTbIG on an adhesive tape. (b) Optical microscope images of the exfoliated
CeTbIG nanosheets. (c) X-Ray diffraction spectra of the exfoliated nanosheet shows signature of
polycrystalline CeTbIG. (d) MH loops of exfoliated CeTbIG nanosheets show reduced coercivity and
remnance compared to the MH loops of its thin film counterpart.
Table 8-1. Summary of Faraday rotation and saturation magnetization measurements of different rare-earth
iron garnets.

Rare-earth Iron Garnets
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG)
Terbium Iron Garnet (TbIG)
Cerium doped Yttrium Iron Garnet
(CeYIG)
Before
Cerium doped Terbium
Exfoliation
Iron Garnet (CeTbIG)a)
After
Exfoliation

Faraday Rotation (at
1550 nm)
[° cm-1]
200
500

Saturation
Magnetization
[emu cc-1]
143
25

-3700

110

-3200 (at 2800 Oe)

22

-2900 (at 1500 Oe)b)

18

a) CeTbIG is the only garnet measured both on a silicon substrate (before exfoliation) and
on adhesive tape after exfoliation. b) A wider pole spacing in the electromagnet is used to
prevent damage to exfoliated nanosheets, which decreases the maximum field available for
measurement.
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In summary, 140 nm thick nanosheets (~ 100 x 100 μm) of cerium-doped terbium iron
garnets were exfoliated from a silicon substrate through a controlled creep deformation
process. A modified annealing process introduced a strain-enhanced diffusion of vacancies
away from the film-substrate interface, and consequently created a cleavage plane at
distance comparable to the diffusion path length. The correlation between rare-earth cation
diffusivities calculated from the strain rate-stress data and empirical self-diffusion
equations, and a stress exponent greater than one conclusively establish a combination of
Nabarrao-Herring (or lattice diffusion) and dislocation creep as the operative mechanism
for the deformation. Furthermore, iron and terbium are identified as the primary diffusants,
which accumulate at the film-substrate interface to form an amorphous interlayer of FeTb-Si-O. Lastly, exfoliated CeTbIG nanosheets had the desired phase polycrystallinity, a
saturation magnetization of 18 emu cc-1 and a Faraday rotation of -2900° cm-1, similar to
the structural, magnetic and optical properties of its thin film equivalent. Garnets exfoliated
through a controlled creep deformation will protect device wafers from detrimental hightemperatures and facilitate large-scale integration of garnets in photonic and magnonic
devices on foundry-friendly wafer platforms.
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9. Growth and Characterization of Yttrium Iron Garnet and
Gadolinium Iron Garnet for Magnonics
9.1. Nonlinear Magnon Scattering
High power microwave pumping at ferromagnetic resonance is a common way of
exciting magnons in a magnetic system. As mentioned in the introduction chapter, if the
microwave frequency exceeds a certain threshold a nonlinear response as presented by the
susceptibility is observed. Non-linearity is the working principle of RF devices for
selectively attenuating low power signals or cut-off noise outside the design frequency
band in the form of signal to noise enhancers (SNEs) or frequency selective limiters (FSLs).
Nonlinear response is a presentation of a magnon scattering mechanism called the “three
magnon scattering” process, illustrated in the magnon dispersion in Figure 9-1(a). [193] It
is seen that for a microwave pump frequency, the magnon mode at k = 0 splits into two k
≠ 0 modes at magnon frequency 𝜔𝜔𝑘𝑘 = 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 /2 (half the pump frequency) with opposite

wavevectors ±𝑘𝑘. [94] This process, called the three magnon scattering happens only at

frequencies smaller than a certain threshold, where no magnon frequency has 𝜔𝜔𝑘𝑘 fulfilling
𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 /2. The magnon scattering also has a power threshold, where the non-linearity is

triggered when the microwave power exceeds this threshold. The power threshold in turn
has a dependence on the microwave frequency. Lastly, there also exists a dependence of
the nonlinear frequency threshold on the thickness of the sample, that is entirely defined
by the magnon dispersion, Figure 9-1(b).
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Figure 9-1. (a) Magnon dispersion at different resonant frequencies shows that only below a certain frequency
threshold the dispersion allows for scattered magnons to exist at half the pump frequency. (b) Dependence
of the frequency threshold on the thickness of the sample with a thin film geometry. Figure courtesy of Dr.
Tao Qu. [193]

9.2. Nonlinearity in Submicron YIG
As the first step, a 50 nm YIG was sputtered on GGG from a YIG target with a small
oxygen flow to compensate for the oxygen deficiency commonly observed in oxide target
sputtering processes. The single crystal YIG was then placed on a coplanar waveguide for
ferromagnetic resonance measurements (FMR). In FMR, the objective is to match the
frequency of the AC magnetic field generated by the RF signal to the precession frequency
of the magnetic moment at a specific external DC magnetic field, Figure 9-2. The
measurement geometry is such that if the AC magnetic field from the RF signal and the
DC magnetic field from electromagnets are parallel it is called a parallel pumping
experiment and if they are perpendicular, it is called a perpendicular pumping experiment.
In all cases, the DC bias field is applied in-plane, or parallel to the surface of the film
specimen.
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Figure 9-2. (left) Schematic illustration of a coplanar waveguide ferromagnetic resonance measurement
setup. (right) Graphical illustration of a spin precessing about an effective magnetic field from an external
DC source. Figure courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

The in-plane angle between the sample and the DC bias field was varied from 0 to 60
degrees to identify the easy and hard axis of YIG, Figure 9-3(left). The external bias field
at which the FMR condition is satisfied shows a four-fold symmetry with respect to the
measurement angle, typical of the cubic anisotropy found in YIG. The easy axis was
measured to be 50.46° and the hard axis was measured to be 5.46° as shown in Figure
9-3(right). Subsequent measurements of the change in magnetic susceptibility due to
absorption at FMR as function of RF signal frequency along the easy and hard axis show
that the sample had a damping constant < 7 x 10-4 and an inhomogeneous broadening
between 3-4 Oe. The damping constant and the inhomogeneous broadening in Table 9-1
are results of fitting the measurement to the Kittel equation. [194] In agreement to the
theoretical predictions, a nonlinearity was not observed in the 50 nm samples as the
magnon dispersion at this thickness does not satisfy the magnon scattering model which
requires 𝜔𝜔𝑘𝑘 = 𝜔𝜔𝑝𝑝 /2, as shown in Figure 9-4.
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Figure 9-3. (left) Experimental FMR dependence on the angle between the DC field and the specimen. (right)
The resonance field as a function of angle revealing a four-fold symmetry with an easy and hard axis at
50.46° and 5.46°, respectively. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

Table 9-1. Summary of parameters extracted from Kittel equation fit to the FMR data for hard and easy axis
measurements.

Damping
α

Inhomogeneous

Saturation

broadening

Magnetization

ΔH0(Oe)

(emu/cc)

Cubic
Anisotropy
Hk

g-factor

(Oe)

Hard

Value

7.28e-4

4.31

143

66.3

1.92

Axis

error

4.90e-5

0.253

10.8

1.53

1.63e-3

Easy

Value

6.22e-4

3.52

132

49.85

1.93

Axis

error

3.40e-5

0.283

25.64

6.00

2.06e-3
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Figure 9-4. Magnon dispersion in a 50 nm YIG thin film for magnon wave vector k∥H, k⊥H and k at 45°
with H. Plot courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

Next, a 345 nm YIG was sputter deposited on GGG and annealed at 900°C, for which
a frequency threshold around 1.5 GHz was expected from the magnon dispersion. At the
outset, the FMR response was significantly better compared to the 50 nm sample due to a
large sample volume, as seen from Figure 9-5(a). The resonance field obtained from a
frequency sweep between 1 GHz to 15 GHz, fit to the Kittel equation resulted in a damping
constant of 4.29 x 10-4 and an inhomogeneous broadening of 3.85 Oe, Figure 9-5(b).
Another sample of the same thickness, annealed at 800°C had a damping and linewidth
that were an order of magnitude higher. This showed that lower temperatures contributed
to inhomogeneities in the system, probably from incomplete crystallization.
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Figure 9-5. (a) FMR dependence on pump frequencies from 1 GHz to 15 GHz for 345 nm YIG/GGG. (b)
Linewidth versus frequency measurements are fit to the Kittel equation to extract damping and
inhomogeneous broadening for YIG annealed at 800°C and 900°C. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

Figure 9-6. Normalized susceptibility at different microwave powers at varying microwave frequencies. (a)
Microwave pump frequencies from 1 – 1.6 GHz. (b) Microwave pump frequencies from 1.8 – 2.6 GHz.
Measurement courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

Nonlinearity was tested by varying the power at each RF signal frequency, wherein if
the experimental conditions invoke a three magnon scattering, the susceptibility of the low
power signals would be higher than the high-power RF signals. From Figure 9-6 it appears
that a nonlinear frequency threshold exists at 1.6 GHz, but quality of the Suhl’s instability
(a characteristic of the magnon scattering that results in nonlinearity) is not as good as it is
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for the thicker samples in the micron range. [99] Moreover, the quality of the signal
deteriorated at low frequencies. It was found that the measurement system reaches an IP3
limit, where the amplitude of the third order products of the signal matches the amplitude
of the input signal itself. This was not a problem in the micron range samples. The IP3
limit was overcome by introducing an additional phase, which maintain the FMR spectrum
in the symmetric Lorentzian shape, in the bottom panel of Figure 9-7.

Figure 9-7. Overcoming the IP3 limit by adding a phase difference to the experimental setup. (top) The
normalized susceptibility, inhomogeneous broadening and FMR dependence on the microwave power before
added phase, and (bottom) after added phase. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.

Finally, a 540 nm YIG was sputtered on GGG whose frequency threshold was expected
to be around 2.5 GHz. Sputtering YIG from an oxide garnet target happens at a rate of <
1nm/min, which results in a total sputtering time of over 9 hours. It was for this reason that
the thicker samples were sputtered only after measuring nonlinearity in the thinner samples.
The 540 nm YIG annealed at 900°C had a damping constant of 8.33 x 10-4 and an
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inhomogeneous broadening of 5.87 Oe, both of which were slightly higher than those for
the thinner films from before. Nonlinearity measurements were carried out with the
additional phase to avoid the IP3 limitation at lower frequencies. The measurements in
Figure 9-8 shows that a higher susceptibility is recorded for lower powers up to 2.4 GHz,
resulting in the observation of nonlinearity in the response. Also, unlike previous
measurements where the inhomogeneous broadening increased with RF signal power, here
the linewidth remains fairly constant even at higher frequencies. Another important
observation is the sharp transition from high susceptibility (or absorption) at lower
frequencies to a gradual change at higher frequencies. A sharp transition is preferred from
an engineering standpoint and further investigation is needed to determine the cause for
poor cut-off characteristics at higher frequencies.

Figure 9-8. FMR dependence on power for a 540 nm YIG/GGG. (left to right) The FMR dependency on
power (top) and the normalized susceptibility (bottom) for 0.5 GHz, 1.6 GHz and 2.4 GHz indicate a
nonlinear frequency threshold at 2.4 GHz. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Tao Qu.
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To summarize, the efforts in investigating nonlinearities in sub-micron YIG resulted in
the observation of non-linear effects in 340 nm and 540 nm sputter deposited YIG/GGG
thin films. Although the linewidth characteristics and the Suhl’s instability quality for
certain cases are not favorable, this is a starting point in an attempt at observing non-linear
effects in small-volume sub-micron thin films where other magnon scattering effects could
also play a role. Further research in terms of modifying the damping constant will provide
an additional dimension at tuning the non-linear threshold and increasing the low-power
susceptibility without having to change the physical thickness.

9.3. Gadolinium Iron Garnet
The proximity of the magnetic compensation temperature to room temperature has
created a significant interest in GdIG over the last few years. Researchers use GdIG to
investigate magnon dispersions and magnon-phonon interactions while being able to avoid
the effects of thermal fluctuations in the magnetic sublattices. [110], [195] However, the
techniques used so far have assumed a homogeneous material system, which is a rarity in
thin films grown using physical vapor deposition processes. Here, a complete structural
and magnetic characterization of single- and polycrystalline GdIG thin films is performed
using X-ray diffraction, electron microscopy and neutron scattering techniques.
9.3.1. Sample Growth and X-Ray Diffraction
GdIG thin films were reactively co-sputtered on Si and GGG (001) from two individual
metallic targets of Fe and Gd in an ambient of Ar and O2 (10:1 ratio). The forward
sputtering power for Fe and Gd were set at 220 W and 110 W respectively and the oxygen
flow rate was set to 3 sccm. The films were annealed post deposition in an RTA at 900℃
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for 5 minutes in 10 sccm of O2. The X-ray diffractogram in Figure 9-9(a) shows that 90
nm thin films of GdIG/Si are polycrystalline in the desired cubic garnet phase of
Gd3Fe5O12. Elemental composition analysis using EDS reveals the atomic percentage of
Fe, Gd and O to be 25%, 13.5% and 61.5%, which is comparable to the ideal 25%, 15%
and 60% respectively.

Figure 9-9. (a) X-ray diffractogram of a 90 nm polycrystalline GdIG/Si. (b) X-ray diffractogram of a 66 nm
single crystalline GdIG/GGG.

On the other hand, the X-ray diffractogram for a 66nm GdIG/GGG single crystal thin
film shows a prominent substrate peak with an adjoining shoulder that corresponds to the
film. Unlike the spectra from polycrystalline, which has well defined peaks at distinct
Bragg angles, the single crystalline spectra as shown in Figure 9-9(b) is not quantitative.
For this purpose, omega scans are performed, where, for a frame width of 18° (possible
with a 2D detector), a frame is acquired at every half degree increment, resulting in a
collection of 18 frames for every scan. This is repeated multiple times with different center
2θ to cover all possible Bragg angle conditions for the film. The scan parameters and a
schematic illustration of the instrumentation is shown in Table 9-2 and Figure 9-10.
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Table 9-2. Measurement parameters for omega scans in a 2D diffractometer for single crystalline analysis.

2ϴ

2ϴ1

2ϴ2

ω1(-1.5)

ω2(+1.5)

Frame Width

20

5

35

1

19

18

40

25

55

11

29

18

60

45

75

21

39

18

80

65

95

31

49

18

Figure 9-10. Schematic illustration of a X-ray diffraction setup for omega scans.

Next, for each scan setting with one center 2θ, a consolidated frame with all the Bragg
peaks is generated, as shown in Figure 9-11. Typically, the frame settings are adjusted such
that the peak of interest is centered on the detector and here we see the (008) peak at the
center. This peak is further broken down in multiple frames (Figure 9-12) that provides an
insight into the evolution of the Bragg condition as the instrument scans through the
corresponding ω and θ. For the 008 peak, we see that the Bragg condition for the film is
satisfied between frames in row 33, column 2-6 and the Bragg condition for the substrate
is satisfied in the frames in row 40, column 1-7. A finite scattering intensity that shows up
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between the Bragg conditions of the film and substrate correspond to the interaction of the
crystal truncation rods with the Ewald sphere. The frames collected for the 008 peak can
be projected on the reciprocal space to create a reciprocal space map (RSM) that provides
a high-resolution quantitative understanding of the peak separation between the film and
the substrate. The RSM along the KL projection in Figure 9-13 shows the substrate peak
centered at (0,0,8) and the film peak at (0,0.7.95). This indicates that the GdIG film is
highly epitaxial, and a lack of vertical offset also indicates that the film is not strained with
respect to the substrate. The gaussian fitting to the peak is shown in Figure 9-13.

Figure 9-11. (left) Detector image of the single crystalline peak along with the substrate. (right) Gaussian
profile fitting to the substrate and film peaks. Data plot courtesy of Dr. Javier Garcia Barriocanal.
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Figure 9-12. Sequence of frames acquired at intervals of 0.5° that highlight the Bragg conditions for film
followed by the Bragg conditions for the susbtrate. Data plot courtesy of Dr. Javier Garcia Barriocanal.

Figure 9-13. (left) KL projection of the GdIG film and GGG substrate in the reciprocal space. (right) Gaussian
profile fits to the film and substrate. Data plot courtesy of Dr. Javier Garcia Barriocanal.
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The same procedure is repeated for other peaks that satisfy the Bragg condition. In
Figure 9-14(a) the detector image for the (-1,-1,6) and (-1,1,6) peaks are seen, which
happen to be asymmetric reflections that are forbidden according the structure factor and
scattering intensities due to destructive interference. While the reason for their appearance
is unknown, the projection on the KL reciprocal space in Figure 9-14(b) shows that these
peaks are centered at H = -1, K = 1 or -1 and L = 5.95-6.05. The HL projection in Figure
9-14(c) shows features that are characteristic of multiple scattering or multiple reflections
between multiple unit cells of the garnet.

Figure 9-14. (a) Detector image for peaks satisfying the Bragg condition identified as the -1, -1, 6 orientation.
(b) KL projection in the reciprocal space and (c) HL projection in the reciprocal space reveal finite size effects
or asymmetric scattering. Data plot courtesy of Dr. Javier Garcia Barriocanal.

9.3.2. Magnetic and Structural Characterization using SQUID and TEM
5 x 5 mm samples of GdIG/Si and GdIG/GGG were secured in a plastic gel-cap and
measured by suspending them in a SQUID magnetometer. Hysteresis measurements were
made by sweeping the magnetic field between +10 kOe and -10 kOe while keeping the
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temperature constant. Several such measurements were made at different temperatures
ranging between 20-250 K as shown in Figure 9-15(a).

Figure 9-15. (a) MH loops of GdIG/Si measured at different temperatures from 20 – 250 K. (b) Temperature
dependent magnetization measurements from 20-400 K reveal a Tcomp at 297 K.

Figure 9-16. Comparison of saturation magnetization, remnant magnetization, coercivity, saturation field and
MR/MS ratio (inset) for GdIG/Si.
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Temperature dependent magnetization measurements were carried out at a small positive
field (50 Oe) after saturating the sample at a larger field of 2500 Oe. Figure 9-15(b) shows
that the compensation temperature for GdIG/Si is around 297 K. As expected, the
coercivity also increased with temperature along with a decrease in the MR/MS ratio,
indicating a transition for easy to hard axis magnetization, Figure 9-16.
Similar magnetic measurements on GdIG/GGG were carried out. Unlike Si, GGG is
strongly paramagnetic, which requires careful background removal. Here, we saturate the
sample at 10 kOe, and measure the hysteresis between +1 kOe and -1 kOe to avoid a strong
linear paramagnetic background. Figure 9-17(a) shows the MH loops at temperatures
between 100 – 350 K.

Figure 9-17. (a) MH loop measurements for single crystalline GdIG/GGG from 100 K – 350 K. (b)
Temperature dependent magnetization measurements in both cooling and warming sequences reveal a Tcomp
between 285-290 K. Measurement courtesy of Dr. Dario Bilardello and Mr. Peat Solheid.

Temperature dependent measurements in Figure 9-17(b) show that GdIG/GGG has a
compensation temperature between 285-290 K, comparable to the bulk compensation point
of 286 K. However, we see a difference in the magnetization evolution between the
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warming and cooling sequences of the measurement. While a careful evaluation of the
magnetic structure is required in understanding this behavior, it is possible that the Gd
sublattice’s differential susceptibility has a characteristic temperature dependence.
TEM characterization of GdIG sputtered and annealed on SiO2 grids were performed
by Dr. Thomas Gage at Argonne National Lab. The dark fringes (bend contours) in Figure
9-18(a) are characteristic of good crystallinity in the GdIG films. Select area electron
diffraction pattern from the highlighted (red circle) spot shows that we have single crystal
garnet crystallites, Figure 9-18(b-c).

Figure 9-18. TEM characterization of GdIG sputtered on SiO2 grids. (a) Bend contours in the specimen
indicate a good crystalline quality. (b) A focused select area diffraction reveal single crystal garnet. (c)
Diffraction pattern is indexed to verify the presence of single crystalline grains. (d) An unfocussed large area
diffraction resulted in a polycrystalline pattern. (e) The polycrystalline pattern is integrated to produce the
diffraction peaks similar to XRD measurements. Image courtesy of Dr. Thomas E. Gage.

The diffraction pattern collected from a larger area of the specimen shown in Figure 9-18(d)
results in a polycrystalline diffraction pattern that is combination of the crystallites with
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different orientation. The integrated peaks in Figure 9-18(e) match the position and shape
of simulated peaks for the garnet phase.
The structural and magnetic property investigations show that epitaxial single
crystalline and polycrystalline GdIG has been obtained on GGG and Si substrates,
respectively. The compensation temperature in both set of thin films is comparable to the
bulk compensation temperature of GdIG at 287 K. Further steps in this project involve the
use of neutron scattering and high-resolution cross-section TEM to investigate the
magnetic ordering and structural homogeneity as a function of specimen thickness.
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10. Conclusion
This thesis has focused on the development and characterization of rare-earth iron
garnets for photonic and magnonic applications. The first challenge presented in this thesis
was the need for a high-gyrotropy seedlayer-free garnet that could be incorporated as a
cladding in waveguide photonic devices. Previous works have shown the development of
seedlayer-free TbIG and CeTbIG but could not produce large Faraday rotations repeatably.
Here, we show that through the optimization of the annealing temperature, the
concentration of cerium substitution and a careful monitoring of the bias voltage at the
cerium target, Faraday rotations greater than -3200°/cm can be obtained consistently and
repeatably. Importantly, this demonstration was the first of its kind to use a foundryfriendly sputtering process with a single high-temperature annealing step that could deposit
and crystallize garnet directly on SOI devices without seedlayers. Furthermore, the highgyrotropy garnets developed here can be integrated with the non-reciprocal mode converter
designs with quasi-phase matched cladding that match the mode and dimensions of
integrated lasers. We show that integrated optical isolators in the NRMC design provide
near-ideal isolation ratio of 30 dB in high aspect ratio longitudinal devices of 7.35 mm with
an on-chip density exceeding 85000 devices/in2. The combination of CeTbIG and onedimensional NRMC isolators has paved the way for polarization diverse multi-lane
ethernet architectures with array of on-chip lasers for next-generation photonic engines.
The high-gyrotropy process was extended to NRPS isolators implemented through ring
resonators with CeTbIG and CeYIG/YIG cladding. Here, we show the application of
electron backscatter diffraction in determining the crystallinity of garnet cladding for
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different rapid thermal processes. Garnet specific annealing process modifications with a
short duration high temperature spike and long duration lower temperature soak resulted
in a fully crystalline CeTbIG and CeYIG/YIG cladding on ring resonators. Specifically, a
novel single-step annealing process for a seedlayer/doped layer garnet design made of YIG
and CeYIG was shown to have Faraday rotation as high as -3700°/cm.
Next, within the scope of the first challenge, the high-gyrotropy CeYIG/YIG was used
as the defect layer in magneto-photonic crystals made of periodic dielectric media to
enhance the Faraday rotation in a transmission operation design. Devices designed with
CeYIG/YIG and dielectric media of TiO2 and Al2O3 on GGG, YAG and sapphire substrates
show up to 60% enhancement of the localized resonant peak at 780 nm in a 200 nm wide
optical bandgap. The process and materials highlighted here can be scaled up to produce
such magnetophotonic crystals for non-reciprocal optical transmission for a variety of
wavelengths.
Although isolator device footprints were reduced and new designs for non-reciprocity
were developed, the requirement of an external magnetic field posed a bottleneck in
integration. Designing magnet-free isolators required a renewed understanding of the
magnetic properties of polycrystalline garnets and a favorable magnetic anisotropy.
Magnetic characterization on CeTbIG revealed that despite the presence of a 44 nm
magnetic dead layer, CeTbIG exhibited a large Faraday rotation across different film
thickness at 1550 nm. The large remnance ratio and coercivity along with small room
temperature saturation magnetization ensured the material remains latched and immune to
stray fields. Further, the effective anisotropy indicated a strong in-plane magnetic
anisotropy due to the dominant magnetoelasticity. The strain measured from XRD factored
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in the intrinsic stress, strain relaxation and thickness dependence in the calculation of
effective anisotropy, which were comparable to magnetometry. The large gyrotropy and
effective in-plane anisotropy of CeTbIG on Si benefits isolator designs which require the
magnetization to be in the plane of the waveguide. The magnetic properties of CeTbIG
were used in designing two prototype NRPS and NRMC magnet-free isolator designs with
magnetostatically coupled cladding made of alternate segments of garnets with contrasting
Faraday rotations. The proposed designs will reduce the footprint by over 50% and open
the doors for the first ever “magnetize once and forget” optical isolators.
About 4/5th of the way through graduate school in addressing problems that prevented
the integration of optical isolators in photonic circuits, an unconventional idea blossomed.
In the penultimate chapter we show that through a modified two-step annealing process, a
strain-enhanced diffusion driven deformation at the substrate-film interface enables
exfoliation of the garnet film while preserving its structural and magneto-optical properties.
Garnets exfoliated through such a mechanism had Faraday rotations comparable to thin
films on crystalline substrates and magnetic properties that favored their integration with
both photonics and spintronics devices. The ability to exfoliate and transfer print oxide
materials without subjecting the device wafer to detrimental processes will revolutionize
the way materials are integrated, and importantly, will open the doors for those materials
that do not fit in a conventional foundry process flow.
In addition to the significant portion of efforts in developing materials and optimizing
processes for photonics, projects that aimed at growing single crystal YIG for studying
magnon non-linearities and GdIG for studying magnon-phonon interactions were also
undertaken. Several magnon scattering experiments in the literature were performed on
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micron thick films. Here, we demonstrate the observation of a non-linearity in the
susceptibility of sub-micron YIG for microwave signals of different frequencies due to a
three magnon scattering process. Specifically, this non-linear response is observed only in
films above 300 nm, and closely follows the frequency threshold that is theoretically
predicted from the magnon dispersion relations. On the other hand, most magnon-phonon
calculations and consequent explanations for experimental observations consider a uniform
compensation temperature throughout the volume of the ferrimagnetic thin film specimen,
which might not always be the case. The results obtained so far in this ongoing project
shows that both single and polycrystalline GdIG thin films have a compensation
temperature around 290 K, and further characterization using neutron scattering and crosssection TEM is required to identify the localized variations in the magnetic and structural
properties.
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